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INTRODUCTION
In the widest understanding, the principal purpose of ELT is to develop
learner`s communicative competence so that they are able to communicate
effectively with other native and/or non-native English speakers in a variety of
extracurricular contexts. A successful interaction inside or outside the language
classroom requires the EFL learner to be trained in both language skills (listening,
speaking, reading, and writing) and language systems (pronunciation, grammar,
lexis, and pragmatics). The ways how these constituents of the communicative
competence are developed is one of the most important decisions to have to be
made.
All the key concepts mentioned above are reflected in the present
monograph which consists of six major parts. The first chapter introduces the most
important terms related to the key concepts of language pedagogy and basic
principles of foreign language teaching in general, as well as in the context of
Slovakia.
The second chapter focuses on foreign language communication from the
point of view of integrating language systems (acquisition of vocabulary with
correct pronunciation and grammar issues) and language skills (receptive and
productive).
The third chapter is devoted to the definition of the term "strategy" from
the standpoint of disciplines such as psychology, education and applied linguistics.
Further, it explains the difference between learning and teaching strategies and
finally it provides information about features and classification of foreign language
learning strategies.
The fourth chapter summarizes employment of learning and teaching
strategies in foreign language teaching and learning in the form of meta-analysis of
multiple studies, specifically focusing on English language teaching (ELT).
The fifth chapter outlines the research part, research aims and questions,
methodology of the research, questions of reliability and validity, sampling and
research subjects, data collection and data analysis procedures. This part also
provides the results of the quantitative research, their analysis and interpretations,
and discussion.
The conclusion briefly compares findings of the conducted research in
connection with the outcomes of previously conducted studies related to the topic
of foreign language learning and teaching strategies. Finally, strategies which
would teach learners to acquire higher order thinking skills are identified.
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1 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY IN TEACHING FOREIGN
LANGUAGES
1.1 Key Concepts
21st century competencies of communication, collaboration, creativity
and critical thinking have been slightly changed over the years. As for Dede
(2009) ´collaboration of colleagues across a conference table has been shifted
towards the communication of the partners from different corners of the world
who might never meet face-to-face´. Information technologies have quickly
conquered the educational institutions and changed the nature of the call for
changing educational systems. All is connected with the fast change of the
world and thus also new principles and requirements for school graduates.
“21st century competencies are associated with growth in the cognitive,
interpersonal, and intrapersonal domains. Traditionally, cognitive competencies,
critical thinking, analysis, and problem solving have been regard as key indicators
for success. “(21st Century Competencies, 2016). These are the theoretical
concepts taken as objectives necessary to be reflected within educational
institutions.
Bloom´s taxonomy (1956) promotes higher forms of thinking in
education, such as analyzing and evaluating concepts, processes, procedures,
and principles, rather than just remembering facts (rote learning). It is most
often used when designing educational, training, and learning processes.

Figure 1 Revised Bloom´s Taxonomy, source http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark/hrd/bloom.html
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For Clark (2016), the revised version of Bloom´s Taxonomy not only
improved the usability by using action words, but added a cognitive and
knowledge matrix. Bloom recognized 3 levels of knowledge or products that
can be processed: factual, conceptual and procedural. The revised version
clearly suggests types of activities, tasks or exercises aimed at the particular
cognitive process in the content or curriculum of any course or subject. Thus, it
also applies to teaching and learning languages.
1.2 Language Pedagogy
Teaching foreign languages belongs to the field of didactics and it covers
the principles, approaches, methods, techniques and tasks aimed towards
acquiring and using the foreign language of the learners at a respective level.
The language level is described in the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR, 2011). It serves as an instrument which
describes in detail the particular level and appropriate competences of
language users. The language as such is approached in terms of language skills
and questions productive and receptive skills, i.e. speaking, writing, reading,
and listening. However, language is not only about the development of skills.
The language is perceived as a complex of language skills and systems where
the systems comprise acquisition of lexis connected with proper pronunciation
and grammar systems used in the linguistic context. Apart from enhancing
development of language skills and acquiring systems, language teachers face
the integration of the inseparable role of the teacher´s personality as a
professional and human on the one hand, and a language learner with the
unique and specific needs and requirements on the other (Kováčiková and
Gajdáčová Veselá, 2016). Klimová (2017) reflects on the current trends in
foreign language teaching which change the traditional role of a foreign
language teacher and summarizes the benefits and limitations the teacher of
foreign languages must face. Nevertheless, key pedagogical challenges cover the
classroom rapport, motivation, choice of appropriate teaching materials, fair
evaluation and promotion of critical thinking and creativity. Thus, the goal of a
language teacher is to prepare a learner not only from the linguistic point of
view but also develop a learner who is able to evaluate and reason the
utterances in written or spoken forms, critically confront and properly analyse
the communicative situation in which the language is set and the learners face.
Language educators should also incorporate tasks aimed at critical thinking,
creativity, communication and collaboration into their curriculums, for the very
reasons that they contribute to language fluency. Kampa and Vilina (2016) state
that 21st century skills have become an important focus in language learning
8

classrooms as well. In fact, it could be argued that effective language educators
have been incorporating these skills in their curriculum for many years, for the
very reason that they contribute to language fluency among their students. The
CEFR describes the language learning as the process which ´comprises the
actions performed by persons who as individuals and as social agents develop a
range of competences, both general and in particular communicative language
competences. They draw on the competences at their disposal in various contexts
under various conditions and under various constraints to engage in language
activities involving language processes to produce and/or receive texts in relation
to themes in specific domains, activating those strategies which seem most
appropriate for carrying out the tasks to be accomplished. The monitoring of
these actions by the participants leads to the reinforcement or modification of
their competences (CEFR, 2011, p. 9) ´.
To summarize, CEFR provides the language objectives describing
particular productive and receptive skills and systems. Language pedagogy
enhances analyzing the process, methods and techniques of teaching and
learning foreign languages as well as principles, strategies and adequate
conditions with the aim to develop language competences pursuant to the
language level described in CEFR. It also approaches the personalities of a
teacher and learner, as well as the intercultural elements which go hand in
hand with the foreign language acquisition.
1.3 Language Teaching and Learning in Slovakia
Slovak children start their primary level of education at the age of 6 or 7.
In Slovakia primary schools are divided into primary (grades 1 to 4) and lower
secondary level (grades 5 to 9). After that, students continue at secondary
schools. In Slovakia nowadays the first foreign language lessons are officially
offered in the primary level of education. The official curriculum requires
compulsory English lessons for the young children aged eight or nine (grade 3).
The language objective is to reach A1.1 level according to CEFR.
Moreover, a second foreign language is mandatory from the sixth grade. By
the end of primary schools the learners aim to reach A2 level from English and
secondary levels B1 or B2 at secondary schools according to the type of
schooling institution (minedu [online], 2008). However, a lot of primary schools
provide language lessons in the first and second grade at primary school and a
number of very young learners take up language lessons (mostly English) in
preschool education on a voluntary basis. The current trends offer various
teaching methods based on the theories on foreign language acquisition. At
schools, the communicative approach is supported by teaching materials, i.e.
9

language textbooks following the framework given by CEFR, provided mainly
by internationally renowned publishing houses. Thus, the role of a teacher is to
follow the textbook by supporting teaching via various techniques and task
with the aim to develop language skills and acquire language systems. The
ministry of education suggests using modern and innovative methods and
teaching materials with regard to different learning styles as well as applying an
activating approach and principles of CLIL methodology as a form of bilingual
education with dual focus – both the content of a subject and a foreign language
(minedu[online], 2017) .
To conclude, the linguistic aim of the foreign language education at
primary school is to reach A2 level and B1 - B2 level at the secondary school
depending on the specialization. The secondary school leaving exam (Maturita)
is taken from a foreign language and consists of a written test and oral
examination based on the principles of internationally approved exam testing
(such as FCE or CAE). For a better understanding, in our research we further
discuss primary (meaning primary and lower-secondary level) and secondary
schools in Slovakia.
1.4 Basic Principles of Language Teaching
Language teachers are requested to not only provide linguistic tools, but
also the communicative ones necessary for the improvement of accuracy in
students’ speaking abilities. Teachers must search for ways to perform tasks in
a foreign language similar to those they would use in their mother tongue. That
is, strategies from the former language can certainly support aspects of these
strategies in the foreign language. The first issue widely discussed throughout
different theories of language acquisition is the use of the mother tongue in
foreign language lessons. ELT methodologists (Scrivener, 2011; Harmer, 2004;
Larsen-Freeman, 1986, et al.) suggest that the learners should be
predominantly instructed in the foreign language during their lessons. The
learners should be exposed to the correct use of a target language as much as
possible. According to Krashen`s theory of language acquisition (1982) in the
case of learners being exposed to `comprehensible input` they acquire and
learn naturally. Thus, by supporting the linguistic message of a teacher by
transparent and helpful means such as drawings, pictures, real objects, miming
and demonstration, the lesson could be instructed in foreign language only.
However, the reality shows that lots of Slovak teachers still stick to the
principles of grammar-translation method in which the role of the mother
tongue plays a very important role.
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Teachers tend to use the mother tongue when they do not feel confident
enough in their foreign language performance. Kráľová (2016) distinguishes
foreign language anxiety static factors such as gender, nationality, native
language, type of personality. On the other hand, the dynamic factors involve
language proficiency, motivation and stay in a foreign language country. The
dynamic factors, though, might change over time.
Based on the developmental prerequisites of very young and young
learners it seems that a foreign language can be acquired and learned the same
way as the native one. Children naturally firstly listen and comprehend, when
they feel comfortable they start speaking and afterwards, reading and writing
are developed (Kováčiková and Gajdáčová Veselá, 2016). Thus, the translation
as a teaching and learning strategy can be omitted. Translation is thus
perceived as another independent skill which should be developed apart from
other language skills. Not everyone who speaks a foreign language is able to
translate and interpret it.
However, teenagers and adult learners are capable of abstract thinking; logic
reasoning and memory capacity make them prepared for theoretical rules of
the language. Thus, the foreign language to them becomes a system of rules and
exceptions. Zelina (2011) states that adult learners prefer theoretical rules and
definitions. That is transferred into the communication in a foreign language.
Thus, adult learners fear making mistakes and tend to learn a foreign language
through the knowledge of their mother tongue. Translation becomes quite a
frequent strategy in learning and using the language and learners require it a
lot in foreign language lessons. However, individual approach seems to be the
best choice and therefore, Scrivener (2011) suggests the principled eclecticism
in his work as the combination of various methods and techniques based on
individual personal preference, learning style and first of all a learning and
teaching goal.
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2. METHODOLOGY OF TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES – LANGUAGE
SKILLS AND LANGUAGE SYSTEMS
2.1 Language Systems (vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar)
Words or lexis are the `bricks` of language and communication and it
goes hand in hand with pronunciation. Therefore, teaching vocabulary seems to
be one of the crucial tasks in foreign language education. Scrivener (2011)
suggests an approach in which presentation, practice and production (PPP)
occur. There are several techniques for presenting new vocabulary depending
on the learner, aim and level of competence. The comprehensible input
(Krashen, 1987) should be considered. The presentation of lexical items could
be supported by miming, pictures, drawings, real pictures or situations through
which a learner is able to comprehend the meaning (Scrivener, 2011; Harmer,
2004; Larsen-Freeman, 1986). The scope of the target vocabulary is framed by
the levels of learner`s language competence (see CEFR, 2011). The practice of
vocabulary involves the correct pronunciation and spelling which should be
practiced through various exercises and meaningful tasks. Scrivener (2011)
goes from simple repetitive drills in restricted output of learners in the safe
environment accompanied with substitution of acquired vocabulary altogether
with a new item, to the guided and afterwards free practice and production.
This procedure enables the learner to try out new vocabulary first in the known
and safe example phrases or situations up to the moment when he or she is able
to apply the new lexis freely with or without the teacher`s control. This leads to
effective memorization of the new vocabulary and recalling it when necessary.
The strategies for acquiring new lexical items in the language are according to
Ghazal (2007) divided into:
a) Metacognitive (a selective focus for identifying key words important
for understanding the message and a self-initiation which includes
the use of various means for the explanation of words),
b) Cognitive (guessing the meaning involving activating prior
knowledge about the use of lexical items, use of dictionaries and
note-taking,
c) Memory (practicing by repetition and word lists and decoding by
various visual or auditory associations),
d) Activation (covers the use of new lexis in various contexts).
Kováčiková and Gajdáčová Veselá (2016) claim that people have been trying to
find `magic ways` for remembering the vocabulary in a foreign language. It is
12

obvious that good memory and imitation skills are really helpful. However,
motivation, teachers (in the case of schooling institutions), appropriate
methods and techniques and correct timing are crucial to this issue.
In terms of teaching pronunciation Scrivener (2011) pinpoints the fact
that teachers very often forget or omit the importance of correct pronunciation.
Partially it happens due to the fact that they themselves do not feel confident
enough or they might feel that some students are not able to differentiate the
sounds and thus they cannot hear the difference in pronunciation. There is also
a group of teachers underestimating the pronunciation practice thinking that
students will find out themselves later on in the process of language
acquisition. Nevertheless, Kováčiková and Gajdáčová Veselá (2016) suggest
that teaching pronunciation becomes essential from the very first language
lesson during which a teacher serves as the model to be copied. Therefore,
language teachers ought to acquire and use the proper and correct
pronunciation using clear and understandable instructions. Hewings (2007)
divides pronunciation into segmental and suprasegmental levels starting with a
phoneme as smallest part. The first level presents and practices phonemes not
existing in the mother tongue with the aim to acquire proper pronunciation in a
foreign language. The higher level comprises stress, accent and intonation.
Language teachers should be able to explain the way of correct
pronunciation, apply various techniques in order to practice it as well as to
evaluate and identify the mistakes and diagnose the problems. Kováčiková and
Gajdáčová Veselá (2016) suggest several approaches towards pronunciation
acquisition starting with very young and young learners. This age group could
be exposed to amusing and funny ways of pronunciation practice. The teacher
is a prompter who initiates, praises the success and provides the space for
improvements in language lesson. Reid (2016) introduces particular techniques
enhancing correct pronunciation such as drill and imitation, minimal pairs
based on a slight change of a phoneme in the word, model dialogues and
phrases, lip reading, reading aloud, chants and riddles, tongue twisters, songs,
presentations, interactive games, etc.
Language communication consisting of correct lexical items with proper
pronunciation would not be sufficient for understanding. Grammar as such
shapes the words into a meaningful message. Teaching grammar belongs to one
of the widely discussed issues in teaching and learning languages. It is also
based on the beliefs of language acquisition and the methods arising from them.
The grammar-translation method treats grammar rules and principles for
translations as crucial and oppositely, the communicative approach prioritizes
13

language structures and communication activities without highlighting
grammar phenomena (Kováčiková and Gajdáčová Veselá, 2016). However, in
reality, almost every language textbook covers grammar structures varying
according to the age and language level competence of the learner. Scriverener
(2011) suggests two ways of teaching and learning grammar and that is the
inductive and deductive approach. The first one relies on building and
scaffolding learner`s grammar awareness by exploring it through various
examples and context. After that the grammar rules are elicited. The latter
approach, on the contrary, introduces the grammar rules first and then it
applies it on various examples and contexts. Both the approaches have their
benefits and drawbacks and it is advisable to use both depending on the aim,
age level and language competence of language learners. In terms of practicing
and acquiring grammar Harmer (1993) applies the same principle of
presentation, practice and production (PPP) procedure as with teaching
vocabulary. However, the grammar structures should be presented and
practiced altogether in a meaningful context with different language skills.
2.2 Development of Listening and Speaking
The natural sequence of language skills starts with listening and
comprehension. It is a receptive skill present in every-day life. In the
development of listening as a foreign language skill Scrivener (2011)
summarizes several issues of learners:






Native speakers speak fast and use different accents,
Learners cannot differentiate where utterances start and finish,
Learners cannot pronounce the words they do not know and therefore
they cannot hear them,
Learners do not understand what is said and therefore cannot find out
the important parts,
Learners need also gestures and facial expressions in order to
understand the spoken message.

Language teachers should include particular tasks and activities aiming
towards elimination of the above mentioned problems based on age and level
competences. At the same time, they should contribute towards a pleasant and
unstressful atmosphere through exposing learners with tasks aimed towards
the development of listening. Procházková (2013) claims that neither skill
should be approached individually without being connected to another skill.
Thus, listening is naturally connected to speaking. Passive situations requiring
only listening and comprehension are for example a lecture, watching a film or
14

listening to the news. Teaching listening according to Horváthová (2013)
requires systematic development of listening competences, i.e. using
techniques aimed towards catching the gist of the message, guessing the
meaning of the unknown, selective listening as well as listening for making
opinions, summaries and judgments. These techniques can prepare learners for
real-life tasks in which listening tasks are not ideal. In order to achieve these
goals, the learners should work with adapted and authentic materials, being
engaged in various forms of work ranging from the class or individual, to pair
or group work. Kováčiková and Gajdáčová Veselá (2016) highlight the
importance of following the procedure of pre-, while- and post- activity during
the teaching process. Pre- activity techniques should prepare and pretune a
learner for the activity itself and it serves as the `hook` or motivation in order
to make the learner want to listen. The activity itself must be provided in a
logical sequence with the clear aim understandable for learners. The post
activity usually connects listening with another skill and uses the knowledge,
facts or listened information for another purpose. The key to successful
listening is to choose an appropriate material for learners based on age,
language competence and learning styles by using different teaching strategies.
Speaking as a productive skill is described and framed according to
language competences in CEFR (2011). Providing space for the development of
speaking in the language lesson is the key. Real-life communication situations
should reflect the natural and common way people speak in a foreign language.
The intercultural awareness also plays an important role. A learner-centered
approach helps activating and motivating learners to use acquired vocabulary
with appropriate grammar following the aim to practice and produce it in a
spoken form. In the development of speaking, teachers need to set their aims
either under fluency or accuracy. This helps them to decide whether they
correct mistakes, slips and errors in spoken utterances of learners. Kováčiková
and Gajdáčová Veselá (2016) organize speaking activities according to the topic
stemming from the age and interests of language learners. Afterwards,
vocabulary and grammar structures used in speaking activities should be
considered according to the language level and competence of learners. The
form of work should be varied as communication in the real world often
changes from talking to one person or more. Individual work in the form of
presentations, teacher-learner interactions, learner-learner interactions and
group interactions are involved. The phases of communication activities apply
to what was written above in the development of listening (pre-, while- and
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post-). Gondová, 2013; Scrivener, 2011; Pokrivčáková, 2012) divide traditional
types of communication activities into controlled, guided and free.
Controlled activities cover choir or individual imitations, presenting learnt
phrases and language structures, reading aloud, drill, dialogues, tongue
twisters, riddles and chants. Guided activities comprise gap filling, information
gaps, retelling the listened or read text, finding differences in pictures,
describing pictures, and interview. The free activities are developed through
role and situation plays, discussions, debates, speeches and presentations,
interactive listening connected with speaking, dramatizations.
2.3 Development of Reading and Writing
Reading as well as listening belongs to receptive skills. In language teaching
and learning this skill is developed with the aim to comprehend the written
text. Thus, main objectives are development of reading skills and strategies.
Development of reading skills, factors influencing reading in foreign language,
reading techniques and strategies are discussed comprehensively by
Chmelíková (2015). According to Tomengová (2010) a reading skill is an ability
to look through the text and say what the text is going to be about. A reading
strategy means that learners know when and why they can use new
information and they are able to use them effectively. Later on, she describes
a strategic reader as a person with:


A positive approach towards reading,



A competence to differentiate reading for learning and pleasure,



An ability to analyse tasks, state an aim and choose strategies for
reaching it,



An ability to recognize the type of text and its structure,



An ability to use acquired knowledge in order to comprehend from the
context,



An ability to read differently until he or she gets the message.

A reader is able to decode the meaning of words, sentences, paragraphs and
discourse. Scrivener (2011) mentions several reading strategies, such
as skimming, scanning, exploring, extensive and intensive reading. The scope of
the language (vocabulary, grammar) used in written messages is described in
CEFR (2011) through particular reading competencies ranging from A1 to C2.
For reaching the above mentioned aims language teachers use teaching
materials in their lessons. These are mainly textbooks containing adapted texts,
16

or sometimes authentic materials such as newspaper articles, advertisements,
literary texts, songs, etc. Straková (2001) claims that even if the textbook
contains authentic material, it is usually perceived by learners as a part of the
textbook. Therefore, updating a textbook with authentic material is essential. It
should reflect cultural peculiarities of a language, real life and happenings in a
foreign country and mostly this will have a motivating role.
Nevertheless, in the case of using adapted or authentic materials in a lesson,
the most important issues to consider are learner´s ages, language levels and
interests. Language methodologists (Scrivener, 2011; Harmer, 1993; Ur, 1996)
all agree on the phases during development of reading. These are:
A pre-reading phase is the time for ´hooking´ learners and motivating
them through different techniques (pictures, personal story, etc.). During this
phase a teacher finds out and summarizes necessary vocabulary to the chosen
topic through e.g. mind maps, brainstorming or discussion.
The first reading phase is usually accompanied with the tasks connected
with the text. Reading should be silent and in individual tempo and pace.
During the second reading phase learners concentrate on the finer
details of the text. Apart from the content, language teachers work with
language components, vocabulary and grammar structures, however, the
balance between the content and language must be considered. Typical tasks
are questions and answers, looking for required information, correcting
incorrect facts or sentences from the text, ordering pictures or parts of texts,
categorizing words, sentences and information, searching for unknown
language, etc.
The post-reading phase usually integrates other skills such as speaking
or writing. A teacher should systematically introduce various reading
techniques to learners from the very beginning of language teaching and expose
them to reading tasks from the lowest language levels.
As opposed to reading, writing belongs to productive skills. When
comparing language productive skills, i.e. speaking and writing, it is obvious
that writing is more complicated than speaking. Thus, it is developed later not
only in a native but also in a foreign language. Writing is a skill requiring an
integration of several aspects. Raimes (1976) lists grammar, content, writing as
a process, a target group, aim, vocabulary, structure and a technical side.
Grammar reflects the acquired knowledge and a particular level of
learners` language. Teachers should pay attention to various types of mistakes
17

and errors occurring in written texts. Spelling and punctuation are also
involved in this part. Content is linked with the level and way of the writer´s
way of thinking. Logic, ordering of thoughts and ideas are necessary to be
developed. Writing and thinking are interconnected, therefore, by developing
the one; the other one is practiced. However, individual abilities and age must
be considered.
Writing as a process is described by Harmer (2004) in four phases:
planning, first draft, correction and final version. Teachers should thus realize
that the process is more important than the final product. Target group talks
about the reader of a written text. Writers should consider a potential reader
during the writing process. The aim of writing is closely connected with the
motivation. One possibility for using language skills in the practice is due to
strong motivation.
Vocabulary used in writing should not differ from active vocabulary of
learners used by speaking. Learners often rely on dictionaries and then, they
use the words they do not know. Teachers should teach learners to verify the
use of words through collocations, correct use and meanings. The structure of
the writing process and product reflect cultural models of writing in the
country of the target language. The intercultural differences discuss the length
of paragraphs, emphasis on concord or punctuation. Technical sides discuss the
use of handwriting and type writing. The kind of writing should be sensitively
chosen according to age, level and educational objective.
To sum up, as Kováčiková and Gajdáčová Veselá (2016) claim that teaching
writing belongs to the complex and demanding teaching tasks, language
teachers should follow two basic principles. These are:
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Practice makes perfect and writing is a skill which can be developed by
practicing,



Development of writing should be aimed at the process, not the product.

2.4 Conclusion
An essential role of language pedagogy is to bring up teachers
competent to provide learners with knowledge, skills, procedures and space for
foreign language learning and acquisition. Language teachers, supported by
various approaches and methods about effective language teaching, coming out
of the principles and beliefs of how people learn languages, consider in their
lessons first of all the age and psychological and developmental prerequisites of
learners, their language competences and aim or motivation for studying. After
that, they choose appropriate teaching materials, either authentic or adapted,
techniques, tasks and activities for presenting, practising or producing new or
acquired language structures. Learning a foreign language comprises
acquisition of vocabulary with correct pronunciation, grammar issues and
development of receptive and productive language skills ordered through the
natural mother tongue development. Listening, speaking, reading and writing
are presented, practiced or produced in the phases of pre-, while- and postactivities reflecting the real and authentic use in the cultures of a target
language.
The art of language teaching is to raise and work with attention, focus
and motivation of learners for effective language learning and acquisition.
Teachers should be the models in terms of proper and correct language use,
competent in using the right methodological principles and knowing their
learners in order to mediate the language competences.
The challenges of education in the 21st century are to prepare learners
for the quickly changing world of technologies, different ways of
communication, necessity for collaboration, critical thinking and creativity.
Schooling institutions should concentrate on lifelong learning through
developing thinking processes listed in the Bloom`s taxonomy. These priorities
can be reflected also in language lessons. Teaching and learning strategies
focusing on forming lower and higher cognitive processes force language
teachers to work with the tasks reflecting real life situations and aiming
towards development of an autonomous learner who is able to communicate,
self-reflect, evaluate, find the way to make progress and upgrade language
competences on a required level and based on individual needs, abilities,
learning styles and internal or external motives.
In connection with foreign language teaching, the following chapter
discusses language teaching and learning strategies.
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3 DEFINITION OF THE TERM STRATEGY AND LANGUAGE LEARNING
STRATEGY
The persistent difficulties connected to the exact definition of the term
"strategy" are rooted in the fact that it is used in disciplines such as psychology,
education and applied linguistics. Naturally, each one has its own theoretical
approaches and research methodology. Even within each of these disciplines
the definitions hold opposing views.
In psychology the earlier definitions of strategies tended to emphasise
their behavioural aspects because much research at that time was based on
observing of what good language learners did to learn a language. For example
Rubin (1975, p. 43) initially defines strategies as "techniques or devices in
which a learner may use to acquire knowledge, … “what learners do to learn"
and "what learners do to regulate their learning" (In Wenden and Rubin 1987,
p. 19). Gagné (1977, p. 35) sees strategies as: "skills by means of which learners
regulate their own internal processes of attending, learning, remembering and
thinking". According to another scholar Best (1986, p. 463) "strategies are seen
in behaviour, but the behaviour implies some sort of mental effort. A strategy can
therefore be defined “as a move, trial or probe designed to effect some change in
a problem and provide information by doing so." (ibid.)
In regards to education, a "strategic approach" has been contrasted with
a "deep approach" and a "surface approach" (Entwistle 1987, p. 60). Speaking
about the strategic approach, it was understood as the use of well-planned and
carefully organised study methods or "study strategies". Later on, strategies
were introduced within a more general framework that emphasised "deep
strategic approaches" (ibid., p. 69).
In applied linguistics, the following definitions of the term learning
strategies are offered. Wenden and Rubin (1987, p. 19) define learning
strategies as "any set of operations, steps plans routines used by the learner to
facilitate the obtaining, storage retrieval and use of information". This definition
is based on the model of memory and does not mention the "deep" and
"shallow" approaches to processing or the aspect of a learning style. This
insufficiency is partially compensated by O'Malley and Chamot (1990, p. 1) who
take a more process-based view and define learning strategies as "special ways
of processing information that enhance comprehension, learning or the retention
of information". By this definition they admit that different learners prefer to
process information at different levels and they already consider the
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interconnection between preferred learning styles and learning strategies.
Weinstein and Mayer (1986, p. 315) state that the goal of learning strategies is
to “affect the learner’s motivational or affective state, or the way in which the
learner selects, acquires, organises, or integrates new knowledge”. Learning
strategies enable students to take more responsibilities of their own language
learning and personal development.
3.1 Teaching Language Learning Strategies
Rubin (1990, p. 279) gives perhaps the best argument for teaching
learning strategies: “… since each learner can only learn in ways that are
meaningful to himself or herself and since each learns in a slightly different
manner, it follows that the same approach cannot be fully effective for all
students. To help learners become more effective and efficient, teachers need to
actively help students help themselves learn how to learn.”
It is necessary to distinguish between the learner and teacher strategies.
The strategies that teachers use to teach an L2/FL and the strategies that
learners use to learn it are not necessarily the same. According to Cohen and
Weaver (2005) it is only assumed that strategies for teaching and for learning
are the same. However, they may be different. It is also assumed that the
learners perceive what these strategies are. However, they may not. It is
possible that the learners may pick up on the teacher strategies and adopt them
as their own; however, usually they do not, even when the teacher makes the
strategies clear. It depends on both the learning style and strategy preferences
of the students and teachers have to separate clearly their instructional
strategies and the strategies their learners might use. Therefore it is more
appropriate to work with the idea of supporting learning strategies by teachers
rather than using the term teacher strategies.
3.2 Features of Language Learning Strategies
Those features of language learning strategies which are related to the
teachers` role and support creative and critical thinking are discussed in the
subsequent paragraphs. The first feature to be mentioned is new roles for
teachers. According to Oxford (1990, p. 10), by enhancing language learning
stategies the teacher`s role changes from "... instructor, director, manager,
judge, leader, evaluater, and controller to facilitator, helper, guide, consultant,
adviser, coordinator, idea person, diagnostician and co-communicator". These
changes make the teacher`s role more varied and more creative. Another
important feature is the problem orientation which understands language
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learning strategies as "tools that have to be used to solve a problem, to
accomplish a task or to meet an objective, ..." (Oxford 1990, p. 11). The next
feature listed by Oxford (1990, p. 11) is involvement beyond just cognition which
tells us that "language learning strategies are not restricted only to functions
dealing with mental processing and manipulation of the new language, but
includes also metacognitive functions like planning, evaluating, and arranging
one`s own learning". Teachability is the next feature to be considered. Language
learning strategies can be modified, taught and trained, and thus help guide
learners to become more conscious of strategy use and more adept at
employing appropriate strategies. As a strategy trainer teacher helps learners
to decide "why and when specific strategies are important, how to use them,
and how to transfer them to new situations" (Oxford 1990, p. 12). The last
characteristic feature of language learning strategies that should be reflected is
the flexibility. It means that learning strategies are not always found in
predictable sequences or patterns. Therefore the learners have to choose,
combine, and sequence strategies (Oxford 1990, p. 13).
3.3 Classification of Language Learning Strategies
There are hundreds of different (often interrelated) language learning
strategies. For the purpose of the study a classification of language learning
strategies is important as it should serve as a starting point for the analysis
procedure. Language learning strategies have been classified by many scholars
and almost two dozen strategy classification systems have been established
respecting different criteria. Second/foreign language learning strategies are
generally divided into two classes: strategies adopted for long-term learning
and strategies adopted for using the language in a current contact situation.
According to Cohen and Weaver (2005) several classification schemes can be
applied to foreign language strategies:


By their suitability for learners at different ages or proficiency levels



By goal (language learning and language use strategies)



According to skill area (listening, speaking, reading and writing)



According to function (cognitive, memory, compensation,
metacognitive, social, affective)
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3.3.1 Classifying Strategies by Age and Proficiency Levels
As the main aim of the study is to examine foreign language strategies
supported by teachers at primary and secondary schools, the clarification of the
approach following the age and proficiency criterion is central. Cohen and
Weaver (2005) consider the age of the learner as an important variable in
classifying strategies. According to them (ibid.) the main difference is not
whether the strategy is used only by older or younger learners, but rather how
the strategy is described. Generally, younger learners are not familiar with
terms used to describe such strategies. That is why “with older learners it is
possible to talk about e.g. metacognitive strategies used in planning, monitoring,
and evaluating language tasks; whereas with young learners, it is better to talk
about strategies for thinking about what to do, looking at how it is going, and for
checking up on how it went” (ibid. p. …).
Strategy use can also be classified by proficiency level. Research
suggests that learners at one proficiency level may prefer certain receptive or
productive strategies. However, the most important finding is that learners
with advanced proficiency can use more complex or sophisticated strategies.
3.3.2 Classifying Strategies by Language Skills
According to Cohen and Weaver (2005, p. pp 33-37) and CEFR (2011,
pp. 63-87) strategies can be also classified by skill area, which includes the
receptive skills of listening and reading and the productive skills of speaking and
writing. Receptive strategies - aural reception (listening) and visual reception
(reading) - involve identifying the context and knowledge of the world relevant
to it, activating in the process what are thought to be appropriate schemata.
Productive strategies - oral production (speaking) and written production
(writing) - involve mobilising resources, balancing between different
competences - exploiting strengths and underplaying weaknesses - in order to
match the available potential to the nature of the task.
There are also skill-related strategies that cut across all four skill areas,
such as vocabulary or grammar learning. Learners need to learn new words or
new grammar structures to be able to understand them when they hear them,
while others are needed for speaking or writing.
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3.3.3 Classifying Strategies by Function
Oxford (1990) states that strategies can be classified into six functional
groups: cognitive, memory, compensation, metacognitive, affective and social.
Cognitive strategies cover many of the processes or mental manipulations that
learners go through in both learning the target language (e.g., identification,
grouping, retention, and storage of language material) and in using it (e.g.,
retrieval of language material, rehearsal, and comprehension or production of
words, phrases, and other elements of the target language). Repetition,
resourcing, translation, grouping, note taking, deduction, recombination,
imagery, auditory representation, key word, contextualization, elaboration,
transfer, inferencing are among the most important cognitive strategies.
Memory strategies such as creating mental linkages and employing
actions, aid in entering information into long-term memory and retrieving
information when needed for communication. Compensation strategies such as
guessing unknown words while listening and reading or using circumlocution
in speaking and writing, are used by learners when a language task is beyond
their reach, to make up for their incompetence in the target language so as to
continue the communication.
Metacognitive strategies allow learners to control their language
learning by planning what they will do, checking how it is going, and then
evaluating their performance on a given task. Advance organizers, directed
attention, selective attention, self-management, functional planning, selfmonitoring, delayed production, self-evaluation are among the most important
metacognitive strategies.
Affective strategies help students regulate their emotions, motivation,
and attitudes and are often used to reduce anxiety and provide selfencouragement. The most common affective strategies are: lowering your
anxiety, encouraging yourself, taking your emotional temperature.
Social strategies involve learners’ choices to interact with other learners
and native speakers, such as asking questions to clarify social roles and
relationships, asking for an explanation or verification, cooperating with others
in order to complete tasks and empathising with others.
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3.3.4 Classifying Strategies according to CEFR
To conclude the subject matter of the classification of language learning
strategies, the most important document, which standardizes foreign language
learning, and its concept of learning strategies should be mentioned. According
to Common European Framework of Reference (2011) principles of the actionbased approach such as a) planning action, b) balancing resources and
compensating for deficiencies during execution and c) monitoring results and
undertaking necessary repair are essential. The actions are performed by
learners activating those strategies which seem most appropriate for carrying
out the tasks to be accomplished and achieving a given result. To carry out
communicative tasks, users have to operate communication strategies which
according to CEFR (2011, pp. 63-87) are subdivided into:
Productive strategies - oral production (speaking), written production
(writing) - involve mobilising resources, balancing between different
competences - exploiting strengths and underplaying weaknesses - in order to
match the available potential to the nature of the task.
Receptive strategies - aural reception (listening), visual reception
(reading) - involve identifying the context and knowledge of the world relevant
to it, activating in the process what are thought to be appropriate schemata.
Interaction strategies - all reception strategies and all production
strategies are also involved in interaction. In addition to receptive and
productive strategies there is a class of strategies exclusive to interaction
concerned with the management of this process.
Mediation strategies reflect ways of coping with the demands of using
finite resources to process information and establish equivalent meaning.
The above presented taxonomies of language learning strategies reflect
in the long run, more or less the same categorisations of language learning
strategies without any major changes. The subsequent chapter provides
outcomes of selected research studies which examined strategies applied in
foreign language education with respect to language skills and systems as well
as their functions.
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4 CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
There is an indisputable consensus that effective foreign language
teaching respects an individual’s linguistic and extralinguistic characteristics.
Since EFL learners have heterogeneous characteristics, preferences, and needs,
teachers must use a diverse variety of strategies to assist them in the process of
learning English.
Language pedagogy research provides English teachers (and teacher
trainees) with a solid, but fragmented, knowledge-base in effective strategies.
In their favour, the present study summarises a small portion of research in
ELT strategies. Its main aim is to explore the current state of knowledge and set
a theoretical framework for the questionnaire survey that is discussed in the
later chapters. Our aim is accomplished on the basis of meta-analysis focused
on results and conclusions of relevant studies. We originally intended to
categorise the inspected strategies and related findings with respect to
language skills and systems (Cohen and Weaver, 2005; CEFR, 2011), but, since
we were not able to collect relevant data in all areas, the content is
systematised according to the more suitable Oxford (1990) classification which
underlines the functional aspect of strategies.
4.1 Characteristic of the Present Study
The initial stage of our study required identifying reliable research
studies in respected, scientific databases. For this purpose, we conducted a
“Summon” search using the key words “English”, “teaching”, “strategies”, and
“research”. This tool searches licensed databases, namely WilsonWeb, Gale,
Knovel, ProQuest, ScienceDirect, Scopus, SpringerLink, Web of Knowledge,
EBSCO, and Wiley Online Library. The probe retrieved far too many results;
therefore, we decided to limit the initial research material (N0=200). Although
this precaution negatively impacted reliability and generalizability of the
present study, the selected set of articles still represents a source of noteworthy
observations about this particular field of language pedagogy research. A close
inspection of the first two hundred web-search results led to the elimination of
most of the initial research material due to its inaccessibility or vague / nonexistent connection with the scope of this chapter. Only 6.5% of the original
sources (N0=200) met the set criteria.
After an initial analysis of the selected research studies (N=13), we
could assign the following attributes to the research sample (see also Tab.1).
Both lines of research are represented in the sample, while empirical studies
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(N1=9) dealing with one (N1a=3) or multiple (N1b=6) strategies prevail over
theoretical ones (N2=4) which either recapitulate the outcomes of other
authors (N2a=2) or develop new interpretations from the primary findings
(N2b=2). Three practical studies (/2,3,4/ Thomson, 2012; /1,3,4/ Nugroho and
Mayda, 2015; /1,2,5,6/ González, 2017) are based on mixed data that was
collected
from
/1/questionnaires,
/2/field
notes,
/3/interviews,
/4/observations, /5/student journals, and /6/student artefacts. The authors of
the other in-practice studies employed individual research instruments, namely
experiment (Ramos, 2014; Hengki et al., 2017), questionnaire (Alqahtani,
2016), analysis of video-recordings (Maeng and Lee, 2015), and interview
(Facella et al., 2005; Xerri, 2016). The authors of the theoretical articles
(Manyak and Bauer 2009; Nam, 2010; Ahmadi and Gilakjani, 2012; Dordevič,
2013) used integrative or interpretive meta-analysis. As far as research
orientation is considered, six distinctive themes can be recognised across the
sample – (a) summarising research in effective strategies (Ahmadi and
Gilakjani, 2012; Dordevič, 2013), (b) synthetizing new concepts from primary
studies on effective strategies (Manyak and Bauer 2009; Nam, 2010), (c)
exploring EFL teachers’ subjective theories of effective strategies (Facella et al.,
2005; Alqahtani, 2016; Xerri, 2016), (d) analyzing EFL teachers’ real practice
from the aspect of strategies (Thomson, 2012; Maeng and Lee, 2015; Nugroho
and Mayda, 2015), (e) verifying effects of a particular strategy (Ramos, 2014;
Hengki et al., 2017), and (f) exploring EFL learners’ subjective theories of a
particular strategy (González, 2017; Nugroho and Mayda, 2015).
It was obvious since the initial phases of the analysis that the examined
instructional strategies do not cover all the language skills and language
systems, and therefore, the original analytical framework provided by Cohen
and Weaver (2005) and CEFR (2011) turned out to be less compatible. A
suitable alternative was provided by Oxford (1990). According to this
classification which sorts strategies by function, six individual groups can be
recognized among them: cognitive, memory, compensation, metacognitive,
affective, and social (ibid.). These larger groups of strategies reflect the primary
categories of our meta-analysis. They are the key to the arrangement of the
final research data, while the results and conclusions of individual studies
represent the secondary categories. The presented meta-analysis is integrative
in nature, which means that it focuses on summarising the data rather than
“[…] on developing concepts and operationalizing concepts” (Schreiber, 2008).
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Table 1 Attributes of the research sample
Research
nature

Research
subject

Research
orientation

Research
method

Researched
strategy

theoretical

EFL learner

summary

integrative
meta-analysis

Reciprocal
Teaching

empirical

EFL teacher

intro- /
retrospection

questionnaire

various
(motivation)

theoretical

EFL learner

summary

integrative
meta-analysis

self-regulation

empirical

ESL teacher

intro- /
retrospection

interview

various
(general)

empirical

EFL learner

intro- /
retrospection

questionnaire,
field notes,
journals,
artefacts

Interactive
Model of
Reading

empirical

EFL learner

verification

experiment

empirical

EFL teacher

observation

video-analysis

theoretical

ESL learner

new
interpretation

interpretive
meta-analysis

various
(vocabulary)

theoretical

ESL learner
EFL teacher/
EFL learner

interpretive
meta-analysis
questionnaire,
interview,
video-analysis

various
(vocabulary)

empirical

new
interpretation
observation,
intro- /
retrospection

empirical

ESL learner

verification

experiment

Reading to
Learn

Thomson
(2012)

empirical

EFL teacher

observation

field notes,
interview,
observation

various
(general)

Xerri (2016)

empirical

EFL teacher

intro- /
retrospection

interview

various
(general)

Study
Ahmadi and
Gilakjani
(2012)
Alqahtani
(2016)
Dordevič
(2013)
Facella et al.
(2005)
González
(2017)
Hengki et al.
(2017)
Maeng and
Lee (2015)
Manyak and
Bauer
(2009)
Nam (2010)
Nugroho and
Mayda
(2015)
Ramos
(2014)

Cooperative
Learning
various
(motivation)

various
(motivation)

4.1.1 Research in Teaching Cognitive Strategies
A significant part of the discussed language pedagogy research in
teaching cognitive strategies explores the extent to which English learners are
able to learn new vocabulary. Carlo et al. (2004; cited in Manyak and Bauer,
2009) designed a vocabulary instruction programme for fifth-grade English
speakers and learners. These authors (ibid.) studied the effects of teaching
academic vocabulary (10 – 12 words per week) and pupils’ strategies for
deducing meaning of English words. At the end of this 15-week intervention
which included regular repetition and practice of the target words, both groups
of participants demonstrated comparable gains in vocabulary knowledge and
significant advancement in reading comprehension (Carlo et al., 2004; cited in
Manyak and Bauer, 2009). In addition, maintaining a consistent and well28

constructed vocabulary teaching over a longer period of time seems to be
beneficial for learners of English, since children who had also been involved in
the pilot form of the instruction made more vocabulary gains than their peers
who only participated in the main research (ibid.). Students also ^picked up
more words / ^^acquired unknown words more effectively when ^they
interacted in communicative activities / ^^a reading passage was supported by
text-based vocabulary exercises than when ^the meanings of target words were
negotiated / ^^they read multiple texts without completing any exercises
(^Newton, 1995; ^^Wesche and Paribakht, 2000; cited in Nam, 2010).
Regarding research focused on non-intentional vocabulary learning, Joe (1998;
cited in Nam, 2010) proved that it can be augmented by generative retelling of
a read text; i.e., by text-based tasks that require students to express themselves
in their own words.
The second significant line of research in teaching cognitive strategies
focuses on vocabulary retention. Another empirical study by Joe (1995; cited in
Nam, 2010) demonstrated the significance of retelling a text in one’s own
words also for target-vocabulary retention, since this mental process was
noticeably facilitated by tasks that required higher levels of generativity.
According to *Hulstjin (1992) and **Hulstjin and Laufer (2001), English
learners can retain target lexemes significantly *longer / **better when *the
meaning is deduced / **students engage in open-ended, composition tasks than
when *the meaning is illustrated by synonyms / **they participate in reading
comprehension or fill-in tasks (cited in Nam, 2010). The latter suggests that
vocabulary retention correlates with the level of vocabulary productionprocessing; therefore, the higher the level of productive processing is, the
better the vocabulary retention is. However, Folse (2006; cited in Nam, 2010)
does not completely agree with this idea, as he found out that the frequency of
retrieval of target words affects retention more than the depth of processing. In
layman’s terms, multiple fill-in-the-blanks could enhance language learners’
retention of unfamiliar words more than composing one original sentence per
one key word (ibid.).
4.1.2 Research in Teaching Memory Strategies
As with teaching cognitive strategies, the reviewed research on memory
strategies also deals with vocabulary. Thomson (2012) observed ten English
teachers in classroom context with regard to strategies used to support
students’ language learning. Among other approaches, vocabulary checks (i.e.
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reviewing and recycling of familiar target words) were recognised as the most
frequently used English teaching strategies (21%) “[…] and possibly helped
with the retention of these words […]” (ibid., p. 9). Facella et al. (2005)
interviewed early childhood ESL teachers (N=20) from two culturally and
linguistically diverse educational institutions and found that among other
effective strategies, visual cues, repetition, and use of objects, real props, and
hands-on materials were perceived by a major part of the educators (from 75%
to 100%) as key strategies for clarifying meaning and helping children to
master new concepts. A minority of the kindergarten and elementary teachers
also mentioned other vocabulary teaching strategies such as targeting a few
specific words within a story (25%), TPR (20%), and encouraging children to
use target words in context (15%) (ibid.). Their good practice that helped these
(very) young learners internalise new words included visual representation of
body parts and positional concepts, constant and variable repetition (e.g.
sorting, mechanical techniques), using puppets to explain language for social
situations (e.g. greetings or sharing), bringing real objects related to children’s
lives, or frequent use of music and movement (Facella et al., 2005). Silverman
(2007; cited in Manyak and Bauer, 2009) studied how Text Talk (a vocabulary
teaching approach that has proven successful with native English speakers)
enhanced with movement and visual representation of meaning affects ESL
learners’ vocabulary development. Although the control group (very young
native English speakers) was familiar with more of the target lexemes before
the experiment, the experimental group (very young ESL learners) showed
similar vocabulary gains by the end of the study, which means that very young
learners of English can benefit from rich vocabulary instruction based on
techniques for teaching native speakers, acting out, and visual illustration
(ibid.). Visuals as means of conveying meaning were also perceived as effective
by primary-level teachers (N=6) who taught English to beginners with the aim
of developing oracy (Xerri, 2016).
However, English learners can make incorrect meaning inferences from
pictorial representations (Nassaji, 2003; cited in Nam, 2010). Instead, they have
to be given an opportunity to define meanings of unfamiliar words in a precise
way, and therefore, pictures should include the target words and their exact,
written annotations (ibid.). This is further supported by Plass et al. (1998; cited
in Nam, 2010) who proved that using both visual and written representations
of unknown words positively influences students’ remembering when
compared to using only visuals.
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4.1.3 Research in Teaching Compensation Strategies
The primary interest of the analysed research on teaching compensation
strategies lies in various techniques that English learners use to compensate for
their incompetence in vocabulary, reading, and speaking. A study among
bilingual fourth- to sixth-graders showed that more proficient ESL learners
recognised
a higher number of cognates in reading passages than learners with lower
proficiency and used this know-how for inferring meaning of English lexemes
(Nagy et al., 1993; cited in Manyak and Bauer, 2009). Furthermore, it was
concluded that the mode of instruction can significantly influence English
learners’ ability to recognise cognates, since the emergent bilingual readers
were aware of less than 50% of the cognates found in the used texts (ibid.).
Fraser (1999; cited in Nam, 2010) investigated how students learn new words
through reading, while it was found that retention of unknown key words can
be increased if foreign language learners have a chance to draw on previous
knowledge of linguistic structures of their native language; i.e., when they can
use their L1 linguistic knowledge as a basis for evaluating linguistic structures
of the target words from the reading passage. González (2017) attempted to
analyse sixth-graders’ (N=20) reading comprehension processes via the
application of Interactive Model of Reading which “[…] allows compensating
weaknesses in any of the processing levels by processes at other levels” (ibid.,
p. 164). This six-month-long qualitative action research revealed that young
EFL learners created meaning (i.e. compensated deficiencies) by intelligent
guessing, applying previous topic knowledge, and using sentence (linguistic)
and pictorial (non-linguistic) clues (González, 2017). Furthermore, they felt
more confident to their learning, appreciated more English texts, and
progressed significantly in their own reading comprehension by the end of the
reading project (ibid.). It was therefore demonstrated that this interactivecompensatory model of reading based on such comprehension strategies as
prediction, activation of prior knowledge, or using systemic (i.e. morphological
and syntactic) and visual clues could be beneficial for learners’ attitude towards
foreign language learning and their reading performance. An aforementioned
case study (by Xerri, 2016) explored teaching strategies within a context of a
multicultural and multilevel English classroom. In the conducted semistructured interviews, the elementary teachers (N=6) agreed that switching to
the native language on the learners’ part was unavoidable (ibid.). More
proficient EFL learners with the same L1 as beginners had translated for the
teachers until the communicatively incompetent learners increased their
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vocabulary storage. One of the educators claimed that this kind of assistance or
compensation was necessary, as she was unable to “[…] attend to everyone’s
needs at the same time” (ibid. p. 28). Besides “student-interpreters”, the less
proficient learners could also rely on teachers’ signs and use them for
compensatory purposes, while both strategies were perceived as effective
(Xerri, 2016).
4.1.4 Research in Teaching Metacognitive Strategies
Except for the already mentioned interview study by Facella et al.
(2005) in which one of the early childhood educators (N=20) simply listed a
metacognitive strategy (reflection on the learning of very young learners)
among effective approaches, the other reviewed articles on metacognitive
strategies focus on how the implementation of metacognitive strategies
positively influenced students’ EFL performance. Wattles (2012; cited in
Dordevič, 2013) discussed self-evaluation and self-regulation within the
context of developing writing skills. After the participating English learners
have finished writing an essay, they immediately provided critical feedback on
their own writing output by reflecting on questionnaire items related to
metacognitive knowledge and strategies (ibid.). According to the authors, such
self-assessment allowed learners to identify their strengths and weaknesses
and could consequently lead to self-regulation of their writing skills (Wattles,
2012; cited in Dordevič, 2013). Ramos (2014) employed explicit instruction of
metacognitive strategies based on the Reading to Learn approach to see
whether adolescent ESL learners (N=20) showed any significant changes in
their academic writing skills. In the course of this eight-week-long experiment,
the teacher guided the students in identifying language features of certain
genres (such as literary review, scientific explanation, or persuasive essay) in
model texts (Ramos, 2014). The post-test scores revealed noteworthy increase
in participants’ effective use of language resources that create meaning in the
mentioned school-valued genres (ibid.). This finding suggests that teaching
learners how to read academically had triggered a self-regulation process that
led to increased competence in using relevant academic language resources for
the purposes of academic writing. Finally, Ahmadi and Gilakjani (2012)
summarised other authors’ findings related to Reciprocal Teaching and its
impact on English reading comprehension. The cited authors (Ratanakul, 1998;
Soonthornmanee, 2002; Adunyarittigun, 2004) agree that this teaching
strategy, which directly teaches foreign language learners to use metacognitive
knowledge when constructing meaning from a reading passage (Meister, 1994),
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positively influenced university students’ self-perception and reading
comprehension (ibid.). Furthermore, Konpan (2006; cited in Ahmadi and
Gilakjani, 2012) proved that reading comprehension of the experimental group
(Reciprocal Teaching) was significantly better than reading comprehension of
the control group (CLT).
4.1.5 Research in Teaching Affective Strategies
In our research material, affective strategies are targeted mostly from
the point of view of motivation. Maeng and Lee (2015) video-recorded inservice EFL teachers’ (N=12) classroom behaviour in order to analyse the used
motivational strategies. The observed strategies were systematized according
to the ARCS model which groups motivational strategies into four distinctive
categories, namely attention-getting, relevance-producing, confidence-building,
and satisfaction-generating strategies (ibid.). Maeng and Lee (2015) were able
to identify a variety of proper teaching tactics that captured attention and
provoked curiosity on the students’ side. However, such diversity and strength
was not present in the other three groups of motivational strategies (i.e.
relevance, confidence, and satisfaction) which suggests that teachers could lack
knowledge and training in this field of language pedagogy (ibid.). A
contradiction, perhaps culturally- or instrumentally-driven, can be found
between the above study and the questionnaire-based intervention by
Alqahtani (2016). Compared to the Korean context where the teachers
exhibited the strongest skills in attention strategies and demonstrated
deficiencies in all the remaining areas, the Saudi EFL teachers (N=117) valued
mostly relevance-producing (proper teacher behaviour [1/10]), confidencebuilding (promoting students’ self-confidence [3/10] and autonomy [6/10]),
and satisfaction-generating (increasing students’ satisfaction [4/10] and
expectation of success [5/10]) strategies, whereas attention-getting strategies
(making the learning tasks stimulating [8/10]) were marked as almost least
important (ibid.). Besides observing how English teachers (N=3) apply
motivational strategies and interviewing them, Nugroho and Mayda (2015) also
included seventh-graders’ (N=123) perceptions of the used tactics. The results
indicated that EFL learners positively responded to correct application of
motivational strategies (Nugroho and Mayda, 2015). However, if their
application is incomplete or does not follow the prescribed sequence, learners
could perceive it negatively and be inactive in the educational process (ibid.).
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Among the remaining articles, only the interview study by Facella et al.
(2005) mentions other than just motivation-focused affective strategies,
although these are viewed as effective by six (30%) early-childhood ESL
teachers. Five language teachers (25%) from two different communities
reported that using highly emotional language or drama seems to be effective
with very young learners (ibid.). Two other participants (10%), again from both
elementary schools, stated that they engage children emotionally (Facella et al.,
2005); however, this (reportedly) successful strategy is not discussed any
further in the data. Finally, one of the interviewed ESL instructors (5%)
connects with parents, and another one from the same institution (5%)
conducts personal conversations with children (ibid.).
4.1.6 Research in Teaching Social Strategies
Only one research report focuses on teaching social strategies. Hengki et
al. (2017) conducted an experimental verification among Indonesian
sophomores (N=45) in which the researchers investigated the effectiveness of
Cooperative Learning for developing EFL speaking skills. According to the
authors (ibid.), Cooperative Learning strategy allows the foreign language
learner to simultaneously learn the target language and share values and
overcome obstacles with others. The suggested instrument was a pre- / posttest that measured students’ achievement in academic and communicative
language function of speaking (Hengki et al., 2017). Based on the results (ibid.),
students had better speaking skill achievement in both indicators after the
four-month instructional programme, while this social teaching strategy
seemed to be more effective for communicative language function of speaking.
Moreover, Cooperative Learning also positively influenced participants’ selfinterest, self-regulation, and self-confidence (Hengki et al., 2017).
4.2 Conclusion
Although the presented research material was rather random and small,
it still revealed a number of relevant and noteworthy facts. It was found that
research in strategies: (a) employs both language teachers’ and language
learners’ perspectives; (b) uses both objective and subjective data; and (c)
covers all six constituents of Oxford’s (1990) functional classification of
strategies. Further conclusions and practical implications can be drawn from
the findings of the summarised research in cognitive, memory, compensation,
metacognitive, affective, and social teaching strategies.
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Cognitive strategies
Teaching academic vocabulary may advance students’ reading
comprehension. Moreover, intentional vocabulary development seems to be
positively influenced by a long-lasting, consistent vocabulary teaching that has
proven successful, communicative activities, and post-reading vocabularybased exercises. Incidental vocabulary development could be facilitated by
generative retelling of a read text. There is evidence that vocabulary retention
positively correlates with both depth of mental processing and frequency of
retrieval. Effective retention-oriented strategies include guided meaningdeduction and free composition activities.
Memory strategies
The reviewed literature examined memory strategies dominantly in
connection to (very) young EFL learners, while the key strategies for mastering
new concepts included repetition and using visuals, real objects, and
movement. However, pictorial representations of target words could be
misleading for students if they do not contain written annotations.
Furthermore, such mixed delivery of input proved to be more effective for
remembering.
Compensation strategies
In a diverse, multi-level English classroom, effective teaching might
require such compensation strategies as switching to the mother tongue or
using signs and gestures. The other selected studies showed that English
learners also compensate their reading deficiencies by means of intelligent
guessing, visual clues, and L1 systemic knowledge. A reading passage that is
designed on the principles of a reading model which allows top-down and
bottom-up compensation (e.g. Interactive Model of Reading) could be therefore
motivating and at the same time beneficial for developing students’ EFL reading
comprehension.
Metacognitive strategies
According to the cited sources, metacognitive knowledge significantly
influences EFL performance. Self-evaluation of writing output or teaching
students to read in an academic way could lead to self-regulation of their
English writing skills. In order to develop learners’ reading comprehension and
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improve their self-perception, it is recommended to apply a reading instruction
strategy that explicitly teaches them how to use metacognition in the whilereading stage.
Affective strategies
Affective strategies such as positive reinforcement, drama, personal
conversations, and contact with parents proved to be important for earlychildhood language education. In terms of motivational strategies, only their
complete and sequential application seems to lead to positive response on the
part of the language learners. However, the authors made an alarming
observation, namely that teachers are not fully equipped to equally support all
the elements of the Attention-Relevance-Confidence-Satisfaction model of
motivation. The researchers also made it clear that incorrectly used
motivational strategies could trigger inactivity.
Social strategies
Social teaching strategies that build upon cooperativeness are beneficial for
both academic and communicative function of speaking. A cooperative learning
strategy also appears to positively affect English learners’ metacognitive
knowledge.
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5 RESEARCH PART
5.1 Methodology of Research
Based on the above mentioned key concepts of foreign language teaching
and learning in Slovakia (see chapter 1 and 2), defining language teaching and
learning strategies (see chapter 3) and grouping them into the categories used
in the recent studies (see chapter 4), the research presented in this chapter
investigates the support of foreign language learning strategies by teachers at
Slovak primary and secondary schools.
Data for the present study were gathered through a standardised
quantitative instrument (a self-reporting measure) - a strategy inventory for
teachers which identifies the support of pupils` foreign language learning
strategies by their teachers. This support is aimed at the natural use of learning
strategies by pupils, both in and out of the classroom. There are two variants of
the inventory that respect the suitability for learners at different ages and
proficiency levels and are different in terms of their complexity.
1. The inventory for primary school teachers has fewer items and is more
simply formulated. It identifies strategies that are relevant for pupils at
the lower secondary level of primary school.
2. The inventory for secondary school teachers covers a larger range of
strategies. It contains a higher number of items that are more accurate
and more demanding.
5.2 Research Aims
The research study focuses on support of foreign language strategies by
teachers at primary and secondary schools in Slovakia. The main aim of the
research is:
1. to investigate the support of learners` foreign language learning strategies by
their teachers.
The partial aims of the research are:
1a. to investigate which foreign language learning strategies primary
and secondary school teachers support
1b. to investigate which foreign language learning strategies primary
and secondary school teachers support in perceptive and productive skills as
well as in language systems
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1c. to investigate which foreign language learning strategies primary
school and secondary school teachers support according to their functions
5.3 Research Subjects
The inventory for primary school teachers was administered to 42
foreign language teachers at primary schools in Slovakia. The respondents are
qualified in-service teachers whose teaching practice ranges from 2.5 to 41
years, with an average of 13.5 years. They are between 27 and 66 years old,
with an average age of 40. Most of them are teachers of English (30), teachers of
German (6), teachers of Russian language (7), one teacher of Italian and one
teacher of French language. Out of 42 inventories 41 were completed correctly
and could be submitted to quantitative processing.
The inventory for secondary school teachers was administered to 66
foreign language teachers at secondary schools in Slovakia. The respondents
are qualified in-service teachers whose teaching practice takes from 1 to 40
years, with an average of 13.8. They are between 26 and 67 years old, with an
average age of 40. Most of them are teachers of English (51), teachers of
German (13) and teachers of Russian language (2). Out of 66 inventories 63
were completed correctly and could be submitted to quantitative processing.
Respondents rated the extent to which the statements in the
questionnaire described their actual support of each foreign language strategy
using a three-point response format ranging from “I use this strategy and I
consider it useful”, “I do not know this strategy but I find it interesting” and “I
do not use this strategy and I do not consider it useful”.
5.4 Data Collection Instruments
For the purpose of this study the Slovak translation of the Czech version
of the inventories was used. The inventories were translated and freely
designed by Vlčková and Přikrylová with the permission of the authors (Cohen
and Oxford, 2002) and adjusted to the use in the context of Czech schools.
Vlčková and Přikrylová provide both inventories in the handbook - Strategie
učení se cizímu jazyku: Dotazník pro žáky (2011).
The inventory for primary school teachers contains sixty four brief items.
The inventory for secondary school teachers contains eighty nine items. The
inventories represents a reduced variant of the English original which respects
different conditions for teaching a foreign language (e.g. the fact that learners
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do not have an opportunity to use language in a natural environment or are not
in contact with native speakers etc.). They are named Inventory for teachers at
primary schools and Inventory for teachers at secondary schools. Their purpose
is to detect, what learning strategies teachers support when teaching a foreign
language. The Czech versions were standardized and tested with 23 foreign
language teachers at primary schools and 28 foreign language teachers at
secondary schools.
The inventories are structured according to the language skills (listening,
reading, speaking, and writing) and language systems (vocabulary, translation).
They comprise of six sections according to language skills and language
systems - Listening strategies, Vocabulary strategies, Speaking strategies,
Reading strategies, Writing strategies and Translation strategies. The items are
further subdivided into practice strategies, production strategies, comprehension
strategies and compensation strategies. Practice strategies involve strategies
related to individual skills which increase learner`s exposition to the foreign
language. Production strategies enhance the language production and
encompass speaking and writing strategies aimed at language production.
Comprehension strategies develop the language reception and contain listening
and reading strategies directed at language comprehension. Compensation
strategies enhance the language use even in cases of insufficient language
knowledge.
A background questionnaire queried teachers about information such as
their age and foreign language they teach, as well as the length of their teaching
practice. The data derived form the background questionnaire was used to
describe the research sample.
5.5 Data Analysis Procedure
The respondents` reports of supporting the foreign language learning
strategies were inspected using an inventory with closed question items. The
data obtained through the research instrument were processed quantitatively
and are expressed in percentage.
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5.6 Research Results
This section presents the results of the inventory-based survey. The
outcomes of the research related to the support of foreign language learning
strategies can be approached from two standpoints. The approaches according
to language skills and systems as well as according to functions of strategies are
applied to categorize the supported language learning strategies.
According to the approach based on language skills and systems the
presented results are grouped into six wider categories labelled as listening,
speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary and translation strategies following the
structure of the inventory. According to the function-based approach the items
are related to the functions of strategies in the process of learning and the
processing the information - memory, cognitive, compensation and
metacognitive.
For easier understanding, the inventory items are arranged into strategy
groups, strategy sets and actual strategies in the following tables. The tables
illustrate the percentage of teachers` strategy support. Those preferences
which have reached more than 80% are considered relevant.
Table 2 shows the overall results of the strategies used by teachers at
primary schools across skills and functions. Subsequent Tables 3-8 present an
overview of the reported strategies support by teachers according to their
functions and language skills and systems at primary schools.
Table 9 shows the overall results of the strategies used by teachers at
secondary schools across skills and functions. Tables 10-15 demonstrate
a summary of the reported strategies support according to their functions and
language skills and systems at secondary schools. Table 16 presents overall
strategy support across functions and language skills/systems at primary and
secondary schools.
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Table 2 Overall strategy support across functions and language skills/systems at primary
schools

Primary
schools

Percentag
e

Primary
schools

Total

Primary
schools

Metacognitive
strategies

Primary
schools

Compensation
strategies

Primary
schools

Cognitive
strategies

Primary
schools

Memory
strategies

Listening
strategies
Vocabulary
strategies

0/0

1/3

3/6

3/5

7/14

50%

2/7

1/1

0/0

0/0

3/8

38%

Speaking
strategies
Reading
strategies
Writing
strategies
Translation
strategies
Total
Percentage

0/0

2/4

2/6

0/1

4/11

36%

0/0

5/10

0/1

2/4

7/15

47%

0/0

1/7

1/3

1/2

3/12

25%

0/0

0/4

0/0

0/1

0/5

0%

2/7
29 %

10/29
34 %

6/16
38 %

6/13
46%

24/65
37%

According to the function-based approach the strategy support by the
teachers at primary schools is as follows. Out of seven memory strategies,
which are all included in the vocabulary group, two strategies are supported
actively by most primary school teachers (at least 33 out of 41) who took part
in the survey. Further, they support ten cognitive strategies with their pupils
out of twenty nine and most of them are concerning reading strategies. The
primary school teachers enhance six compensation strategies out of sixteen and
most of them focus on listening. Finally, they support six out of thirteen
itemized metacognitive strategies where listening and reading would be the
supported the most.
In the following section individual skill-based strategies are analysed.
Not only the most used strategies (over 80 % - 33 teachers out of 41), but also
some strategies which are either negative or caught our interest are described.
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5.6.1 Enhancing Foreign Language Learning Strategies by Primary School
Teachers
First of all, our attention is paid to the listening strategies the teachers
develop with their learners. The table shows individual strategy groups
(memory, cognitive, metacognitive and compensation), specific strategies of
what teachers do in reality and how many teachers use the mentioned
strategies.
Table 3 Listening Strategies
Strategy groups
Strategy sets

What I do to make the learners listen
more:

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful
0
(0%)

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting
3
(7%)

I use this
strategy and
I consider it
very useful

Cognitive
strategy
Practicing

1. We listen to the radio or songs in the
language.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

Cognitive
strategy
Practicing

2. We watch TV shows or videos in the
language.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

2
(5%)

9
(2%)

30
(73%)

Metacognitive
strategy
Centering your
learning

3. I tell the learners to listen if they hear
people speaking the foreign language.
Strategy: Paying attention (guided and
selective attention)
What I do to help the learners
understand sounds:
4. We look for sounds in the foreign
language that are like sounds in Slovak.
Strategy: Associating and elaborating

1
(2%)

15
(37%)

25
(61%)

9
(22%)

18
(44%)

14
(34%)

1
(2%)

1
(2%)

39
(95%)

0
(0%)

1
(2%)

40
(98%)

1
(2%)

1
(2%)

39
(95%)

4
(10%)

12
(29%)

25
(61%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

41
(100%)

Cognitive
strategy
Creating mental
linkages
Metacognitive
strategy
Centering your
learning

Metacognitive
strategy
Centering your
learning
Metacognitive
strategy
Centering your
learning
Metacognitive
strategy
Centering your
learning

Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
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5. I teach the pronunciation of
unfamiliar sounds.
Strategy: Paying attention (guided and
selective attention)
What I do to help the learners
understand what they hear:
6. I recommend them to listen for the
important words.
Strategy: Paying attention (guided and
selective attention)
7. I recommend them to listen for what
seems interesting.
Strategy: Paying attention (guided and
selective attention)
8. I teach them to listen for words that are
repeated.
Strategy: Paying attention (guided and
selective attention)
What I advise the learners to do if they
still do not understand what someone
says:
9. Ask the person to repeat.
Strategy: Getting help

38
(93%)

Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
Compensation
strategy
Guessing
intelligently
Compensation
strategy
Guessing
intelligently
Compensation
strategy
Guessing
intelligently

10. Ask the person to slow down.

0
(0%)

2
(5%)

39
(95%)

3
(7%)

0
(0%)

38
(93%)

12. Guess the meaning from the person’s
tone (such as angry or happy).
Strategy: Using non-linguistic clues

6
(15%)

18
(44%)

17
(41%)

13. Guess the meaning from how the
person moves or stands.
Strategy: Using non-linguistic clues

10
(24%)

17
(41%)

14
(34%)

14. Guess the meaning from what I heard
before.
Strategy: Using non-linguistic clues

3
(7%)

7
(17%)

31
(76%)

Strategy: Getting help
11. Ask a question.
Strategy: Getting help

Listening strategies include three cognitive strategies, six compensation
strategies and five metacognitive strategies.
In teaching listening, there are three cognitive strategies. Most surveyed
teachers (38 out of 41) actively use one strategy and that is listening to the
radio in English language. This strategy is generally very useful and it practices
language naturally. However from our experience observing many English
lessons, songs are often used with young learners, but not the radio. 30
teachers also claimed to use the strategy of watching videos and TV shows. 11
teachers do not use videos at all and 2 of them do not find it even useful.
There are six compensation strategies in teaching listening and three of
them are often used by English teachers. All of them are to overcome
limitations when learners do not understand well and ask for help. 38 teachers
teach learners to ask questions, 39 teachers teach learners to ask speakers to
slow down and all 41 teachers teach learners to ask speakers to repeat what
has been said. Other compensation strategies guessing meaning from the
speakers’ tone, moves, body language are used only by 17 and 14 teachers and
the majority do not use these strategies and 6 to 10 do not find them even
useful, which is surprising, because body language and intonation can help in
communication. Teaching guessing the meaning from what has been heard
before is used by 31 teachers.
There are five metacognitive strategies in teaching listening and three of
them are used by majority of English teachers. All of them are focused on
paying attention to selective listening. 40 teachers recommend learners listen
for important words and 39 teachers recommend learners listen to what is
interesting and pay attention to unfamiliar sounds. 25 teachers claim to advise
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pupils to listen to people speaking in English, so they intentionally center their
attention to the language outside of the classroom. 16 teachers do not use this
strategy. Paying attention to words which are repeated is recommended by 25
teachers. This strategy is very important, as the most important words are
often emphasised and repeated. 16 teachers do not use this strategy.
The following table deals with vocabulary strategies which teachers
develop with their pupils. The table shows individual strategy groups (memory,
cognitive, metacognitive and compensation), specific strategies of what
teachers do in reality and how many teachers use the mentioned strategies.
Table 4 Vocabulary Strategies
Strategy groups
Strategy sets

What I do to help the learners
memorize new words:

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting

15. We group the words by type (e.g.,
nouns, verbs, adjectives).
Strategy: Grouping

9
(22%)

13
(32%)

I use this
strategy
and I
consider
it very
useful
19
(46%)

Memory
strategies
Creating mental
linkages
Memory
strategies
Creating mental
linkages
Memory
strategies
Applying images
and sounds
Memory
strategies
Applying images
and sounds
Memory
strategies
Creating
mental
linkages
Memory
strategies
Employing
action
Cognitive
Practicing

16. We match the sound of the new word
with the sound of a word I know.
Strategy: Associating, elaborating

1
(2%)

13
(32%)

27
(66%)

17. We use rhymes to remember new
words.
Strategy: Representing sounds in memory

2
(5%)

19
(46%)

20
(49%)

18. To make a picture of new words in
their mind.
Strategy: Using imagery

6
(15%)

10
(24%)

25
(61%)

19. To write the new word in a
sentence.
Strategy: Placing new words into a
context

2
(5%)

6
(15%)

33
(80%)

20. To write the new word on a card.

4
(10%)

17
(41%)

20
(49%)

21. We go over new words several
times at first.
Strategy: Repeating and imitating

1
(2%)

4
(10%)

36
(88%)

Memory
strategies
Reviewing well

22. Later we remind ourselves about
words we learned earlier.
Strategy: Structured reviewing

0
(0%)

1
(2%)

40
(98%)

Strategy: Using mechanical techniques

Vocabulary strategies include seven memory strategies and one
cognitive strategy.
Out of seven memory strategies, only two are used by the majority of the
teachers. 40 teachers review vocabulary with pupils. This strategy is often used
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at the end of the class, when teachers go through new vocabulary and at the
beginning of the following class, when learners review the vocabulary from
previous lesson. 33 teachers encourage pupils to write new words in a
sentence. This strategy is very useful as it allows learners to create mental links
between words and teaches them to use words in a context. However, 8
teachers do not use this strategy at all. From the remaining memory strategies,
the strategy of matching sounds in new words with sounds of known words is
used by 27 teachers. Using imagery by making pictures of new words in pupils’
minds is used by 25 teachers. This strategy is especially suitable for young
learners as they have great imagination and learning new words should be
connected with seeing objects and pictures and creating linkage between new
words and images. However, 16 teachers do not use this strategy. Another very
useful strategy for young learners – using rhymes to remember new words is
used by only 20 teachers out of 41. This strategy is enjoyable for young learners
and they can also practice correct pronunciation and rhythm of the language.
Grouping new words into nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. is used by 19 teachers
and writing new words on a card is used by 20 teachers.
One cognitive strategy for practicing new vocabulary is used by the
majority of the teachers (36 out of 41). They go over new words several times,
when pupils are repeating and imitating. Additional information whether pupils
repeat words after the teacher or recording would be useful, as listening to
recordings of native language or foreigners is advisable.
The following table deals with the development of speaking strategies
which teachers use in their English language lessons. Individual strategy groups
(memory, cognitive, metacognitive and compensation) together with specific
strategies of what teachers do in reality and how many teachers use the
mentioned strategies are listed.
Table 5 Speaking Strategies
Strategy groups
Strategy sets

What I do to make the learners
practice speaking:

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful
9
(22%)

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting
2
(5%)

I use this
strategy and
I consider it
very useful

Cognitive
strategy
Practicing

23. We make the sounds of the language
until they can say them well.
Strategy: Repeating and imitating

30
(73%)

Cognitive
strategy
Practicing

24. We imitate the way native speakers
talk.
Strategy: Repeating and imitating

2
(5%)

9
(22%)

30
(73%)

Cognitive
strategy
Practicing

25. I tell them to say new expressions
over to themselves.
Strategy: Formally practicing with
sounds and writing systems

0

0

41
(100%)
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Cognitive
strategy
Practicing

Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
Metacognitive
strategy
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations

Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations

26. We practice using new grammar
forms when they talk.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically
What I do to make the learners talk
with other people:
27. I tell them to change the subject if
they don’t have the words they need.
Strategy: Selecting the topic

4
(10%)

3
(7%)

34
(83%)

12
(29%)

19
(46%)

10
(24%)

28. I advise them to plan what they are
going to say.
Strategy: Planning for a language tasks

11
(27%)

15
(37%)

15
(37%)

29. I recommend them to ask the other
person to correct them when they talk.
Strategy: Getting help

19
(46%)

13
(32%)

9
(22%)

15
(37%)

8
(20%)

18
(44%)

0

0

41
(100%)

14
(34%)

16
(39%)

11
(27%)

1
(2%)

5
(12%)

35
(85%)

What I do when the learners cannot
think of a word or phrase they want
to say:
30. I tell them to ask the person to help
them.
Strategy: Getting help
31. I tell them to try to say it a
different way.
Strategy: Using circumlocution or
synonym
32. I tell them to use words from their
own language.
Strategy: Switching to the mother
tongue
33. I tell them to use body language.
Strategy: Using mime or gesture

Speaking strategies include four cognitive strategies, six compensation
strategies and one metacognitive strategy.
Two cognitive strategies out of four are developed by English teachers
when teaching speaking. All 41 teachers claim to recommend their pupils to say
new expressions over to themselves and by this the learners practice sounds
and writing systems of new expressions. 34 teachers practice new grammar in
speaking exercises, by which they practice language naturalistically. An
interesting find is that 7 teachers do not practice new grammar in speaking,
which is alarming and it suggests that grammar is taught only as a structure. 30
teachers practice saying new sounds with pupils until they say them correctly
and teach pupils to imitate native speakers’ talk. It would be interesting to
know the source of the native speaker’s talks and how they teach pupils to
imitate them.
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Only two out of six compensation strategies are developed by English
language teachers when teaching speaking. All 41 teachers encourage their
pupils to say things differently when they struggle to find right words by using
synonyms or description. 35 teachers recommend learners to use body
language, mimes and gestures in communication. 6 teachers do not use this
strategy at all. It is a very useful strategy to compensate for the lack of language
competence. However, only 10 teachers use the strategy of body language in
listening. Listening and speaking go hand in hand and body language is a useful
compensation strategy in both and should be developed in both language skills.
Less than half of the teachers use the other four compensation strategies. 10
teachers advise pupils to change the topic if they do not know the words they
need. 19 teachers did not know this strategy, but find it interesting. Only 9
teachers advise pupils to ask other people to correct them when they speak and
19 teachers do not even consider this strategy useful. This strategy is very
individual, as some learners want to be corrected and some feel uneasy when
corrected. However it is good to acknowledge learners about this strategy. Only
18 teachers encourage pupils to ask for help when they cannot think of a word
or phrase they want to say. 8 teachers find it interesting, but 15 teachers do not
think this strategy could be useful, which is surprising as asking for help is a
strategy we often use in life and should also use in foreign language
communication. Switching to the mother tongue by using words in their own
language is encouraged by 11 teachers. 16 teachers think of this strategy to be
interesting and 14 do not find this strategy useful.
The metacognitive strategy in speaking teaches learners to arrange and
plan their learning. Teachers should advise pupils to plan what they want to
say. Surprisingly, only 15 teachers use this strategy, 15 find it interesting and
11 do not even find the strategy useful. It is important to plan and arrange what
learners want to say, because their language competences are not developed
enough to be able to speak spontaneously. This strategy could be used in role
playing, dramatizing, simulations, etc.
The following table deals with the development of reading strategies
which teachers use in their English language lessons. Individual strategy groups
(memory, cognitive, metacognitive and compensation) together with specific
strategies of what teachers do in reality and how many teachers use the
mentioned strategies are listed.
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Table 6 Reading Strategies
Strategy groups
Strategy sets

What I do to make the learners read
more:

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful
3
(7%)

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting
4
(10%)

I use this
strategy and
I consider it
very useful

Cognitive
strategy
Practicing

34. I advise them to read for fun in the
language.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

Metacognitive
strategy
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Metacognitive
strategy
Arranging and
planning your
learning

35. I tell them to find things to read
that interest them.
Strategy: Seeking practice
opportunities

1
(2%)

4
(10%)

36
(88%)

36. I tell them to look for things to read
that are not too difficult.
Strategy: Seeking practice
opportunities

5
(12%)

3
(7%)

33
(80%)

8
(20%)

2
(5%)

31
(76%)

38. We look for important facts.
Strategy: Getting the idea quickly

1
(2%)

1
(2%)

39
(95%)

39. I tell them to read things more than
once.
Strategy: Repeating and imitating

2
(5%)

3
(7%)

36
(88%)

40. I tell them to look at the pictures
and what is under the pictures.
Strategy: Getting the idea quickly

4
(10%)

0
(0%)

37
(90%)

41. I tell them to look at the headings.

4
(10%)

7
(17%)

30
(73%)

42. I tell them to think about what will
come next in the reading.
Strategy: Planning for a language tasks

4
(10%)

11
(27%)

26
(63%)

43. I recommend them to stop reading
to think about what they just read.
Strategy: Summarizing

3
(7%)

4
(10%)

34
(83%)

44. I tell them to underline parts that
seem important.
Strategy: Highlighting

5
(12%)

12
(29%)

24
(59%)

45. I recommend them to mark the
reading in different colours to help them

7
(17%)

14
(34%)

20
(49%)

Cognitive
strategy
Receiving and
sending
messages
Cognitive
strategy
Receiving and
sending
messages
Cognitive
strategy
Practicing
Cognitive
strategy
Receiving and
sending
messages
Cognitive
strategy
Receiving and
sending
messages
Metacognitive
strategy
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Cognitive
strategy
Creating
structure for
input and
output
Cognitive
strategy
Creating
structure for
input and output
Cognitive
strategy
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What I do to help the learners
understand what they read:
37. I tell them to skim over a reading to
get the main idea.
Strategy: Getting the idea quickly

Strategy: Getting the idea quickly

34
(83%)

Creating
structure for
input and output
Metacognitive
strategy
Evaluating your
learning
Compensation
strategy
Guessing
intelligently
Cognitive
strategy
Receiving and
sending
messages

understand.
Strategy: Highlighting
46. I recommend them to check to see
how much they understood.
Strategy: Self-monitoring

5
(12%)

9
(22%)

27
(66%)

What I do when the learners do not
understand what they read:
47. I tell them to guess the meaning by
using clues from other parts of the
passage.
Strategy: Using non-linguistic clues

5
(12%)

9
(22%)

27
(66%)

5
(12%)

9
(22%)

27
(66%)

48. We use a dictionary to find the
meaning.
Strategy: Using resources for receiving
and sending messages

Reading strategies include ten cognitive strategies, one compensation
strategy and four metacognitive strategies.
Five cognitive strategies out of ten are developed by English teachers
when teaching reading. 39 teachers teach pupils to look for important facts
with the aim to get the idea quickly. 37 teachers recommend pupils look at
pictures and what is under the pictures to get an idea what is the text about. 36
teachers advise pupils to read texts more than once and 34 teachers teach
pupils to stop reading to think about what they have just read. The very useful
strategy of reading for fun is used by 34 teachers. They advise pupils to read in
English for fun, where they would practice language naturalistically. This
strategy is very motivational and it is surprising that 7 teachers do not use this
strategy and 3 even think that it is not even useful. 31 teachers tell pupils to
skim over the text to get the main idea and 30 teachers tell pupils to look at the
headings to guess what the text is going to be about. Strategy for highlighting by
underlining parts of text that seem important is used by 24 teachers and by
marking parts of the text in different colours by 20 teachers. Dictionaries for
looking up the meaning of words are used by 27 teachers. 14 teachers do not
use dictionaries and 5 do not even find them useful, which is very surprising, as
dictionaries are necessary to use even for native speakers.
No compensation strategies are developed when teaching reading.
However, 27 teachers tell pupils to guess the meaning by using clues from other
parts of the text.
Two out of four metacognitive strategies are developed by English
teachers when teaching reading. 36 teachers advise pupils to look for things to
read that interest them, which would encourage pupils to seek practice
opportunities. This strategy is similar to the cognitive strategy which advises
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pupils to read for fun. Both strategies are used by the majority of the surveyed
teachers. Also 33 teachers encourage their pupils to look for things to read that
are not too difficult. This strategy is also closely linked to the previous one. It is
important to motivate learners to read in English outside of the classroom and
the teachers should give them ideas of what children’s books, magazines,
cartoons are suitable and available for their age and language proficiency.
However, there are several teachers (1 and 5) who do not even find these
strategies useful. 27 teachers encourage pupils to self-monitor their learning by
recommending them to check how much they understood. 26 teachers tell
pupils to think about what comes next in reading the text.
In the following table, data of which writing strategies teachers use in
their English language lessons are given. Individual strategy groups (memory,
cognitive, metacognitive and compensation) together with specific strategies of
what teachers do in reality and how many teachers use the mentioned
strategies are listed.
Table 7 Writing Strategies
Strategy groups
Strategy sets

Cognitive
strategy
Practicing
Cognitive
strategy
Creating
structure for
input and output
Cognitive
strategy
Creating
structure for
input and output
Cognitive
strategy
Practicing
Metacognitive
strategy
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Cognitive
strategy
Receiving and
sending
messages
Metacognitive
strategy
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What I do to make the learners write
more:

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful
4
(10%)

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting
0
(0%)

I use this
strategy and
I consider it
very useful

6
(15%)

22
(54%)

13
(32%)

51. The learners write other notes in the
foreign language.
Strategy: Taking notes

9
(22%)

12
(29%)

20
(49%)

52. We write letters to other people in the
foreign language.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically
What I do to help learners write better:
53. I tell them to plan what they are going
to write.
Strategy: Planning for language tasks

6
(15%)

21
(51%)

14
(34%)

8
(20%)

7
(17%)

26
(63%)

54. We use a dictionary or glossary.

6
(15%)

3
(7%)

32
(78%)

4
(10%)

2
(5%)

35
(85%)

49. If the alphabet is different, we
practice writing it.
Strategy: Formally practicing with
sounds and writing systems
50. I tell them to take class notes in the
foreign language.
Strategy: Taking notes

Strategy: Using resources for receiving
and sending messages
55. I recommend them to read what
they wrote to see if it is good.

37
(90%)

Evaluating your
learning
Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
Cognitive
strategy
Practicing

Strategy: Self-monitoring

Cognitive
strategy
Receiving and
sending
messages
Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations
Compensation
strategy
Overcoming
limitations

56. I tell them to ask someone to correct
their writing.
Strategy: Getting help

11
(27%)

8
(20%)

22
(54%)

57. I tell them to rewrite what they wrote
to make it better.
Strategy: Repeating and imitating

7
(17%)

11
(27%)

23
(56%)

58. I tell them to use the spell checker on
the computer.
Strategy: Using resources for receiving
and sending messages

12
(29%)

11
(27%)

18
(44%)

15
(37%)

6
(15%)

20
(49%)

4
(10%)

0
(0%)

37
(90%)

What I do if the learners cannot think
of a word or phrase they want to write:
59. I tell them to ask someone for the
word or phrase they need.
Strategy: Getting help
60. I tell them to try to say it a different
way.
Strategy: Using circumlocution or
synonym

Writing strategies include seven cognitive
compensation strategies and two metacognitive strategies.

strategies,

three

One cognitive strategy out of seven is developed by the majority of
English teachers when teaching writing. 37 teachers practice writing when
there are new words by which they practice writing systems. 32 teachers claim
to use dictionaries in writing by which they teach them to use different
resources. However, in teaching reading 27 teachers claimed to use
dictionaries. There is obvious discrepancy in these statements, because once
somebody uses dictionaries, then they use them all the time when needed, and
not only for teaching writing and not using them in teaching reading. In
teaching reading 14 teachers did not use dictionaries. 5 teachers claimed that
using dictionaries is not even useful and 9 did not use them but thought of them
being an interesting option. In teaching writing 9 teachers did not use
dictionaries. 6 teachers thought of them not being useful and 3 teachers
considered using them as interesting. Other cognitive strategies were used by
less than half of all surveyed English teachers. Only 23 teachers advise pupils to
rewrite what they wrote, by which they would practice writing. 11 teachers
thought it would be interesting, but 7 did not even find it useful. 18 teachers
advise pupils to use a spell checker on the computer, 23 do not use this strategy
and 12 out of them do not even find it useful. 20 teachers recommend pupils to
write other notes in the English language and 13 teachers advise pupils to take
class notes in the English language. This finding contradicts itself, as fewer (13)
teachers claim to encourage pupils to take class notes and more teachers (20)
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encourage pupils to take other notes in English. Logically, class notes would be
the first step before taking other notes and not the other way around. Only 14
teachers encourage their pupils to write letters to other people in the foreign
language. Today in the time of social media it is very easy to communicate with
foreigners in the English language (facebook, Instagram, snapchat, etc.) and
teachers should encourage their pupils to do it, so they can practice language
naturalistically which is very motivational for learners.
One out of three compensation strategies is used by the majority of
English teachers. This compensation strategy encourages pupils to try to write
things differently by using a synonym or description and 37 teachers claimed to
use this strategy. A similar compensation strategy is in teaching speaking and
all 41 teachers said to use it. In writing the majority of teachers agree with the
strategy, but 4 teachers do not think of it as being useful. 22 teachers advise
pupils to ask somebody to correct their writing and 20 teachers advise pupils to
ask for help with words and phrases they need. What is interesting is that as
many as 15 teachers do not think that asking for help with words and phrases
is a useful strategy. Compensation strategies should be developed by teachers,
as it makes communication easier and it gives confidence to learners to use the
foreign language.
One out of two metacognitive strategies is used by the majority of
surveyed teachers. 35 teachers recommend pupils read what they wrote to see
if it is good, by which they are monitoring their own learning. 26 teachers
advise pupils to plan what they are going to write and 15 teachers do not use
this strategy out of which 8 do not think of it as useful, which is surprising,
because generally people plan what they are going to write.
The following table deals with translation strategies which teachers
develop with their pupils. The table shows individual strategy groups (memory,
cognitive, metacognitive and compensation), specific strategies of what
teachers do in reality and how many teachers use the mentioned strategies.
Table 8 Translation strategies
Strategy groups
Strategy sets

Cognitive
strategy
Analysing and
reasoning
Metacognitive
strategy
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What I do when we translate:

61. I advise them to plan what they
want to say or write in their mother
tongue and then translate it into the
foreign language.
Strategy: Translating, Planning for a
language task

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful
12
(29%)

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting
7
(17%)

I use this
strategy and
I consider it
very useful
22
(54%)

Arranging and
planning your
learning
Cognitive
strategy
Analysing and
reasoning
Cognitive
strategy
Analysing and
reasoning

Cognitive
strategy
Analysing and
reasoning

62. We translate when reading to make
sure they understand it.
Strategy: Translating

15
(37%)

4
(10%)

22
(54%)

63. While they are listening to someone,
I recommend them to translate parts of
what he or she says into their own
language to remember it.
Strategy: Translating

19
(46%)

16
(39%)

6
(15%)

36
(88%)

2
(5%)

3
(7%)

What I do to make the learners think
in the new language:
64. I recommend them to try to
understand without translating.
Strategy: Translating

Translation strategies include four cognitive strategies and one
metacognitive strategy.
Not one of the translation strategies is used regularly by the majority of
the teachers. The only answer which was marked by the majority of teachers is
a negative one for a cognitive strategy of recommending pupils understand
without translating. 36 teachers out of 41 use translation in their teaching. Only
3 teachers claim to recommend pupils understand language without
translating. More than half of the teachers (22) translate in lessons when
reading with the aim to make sure pupils understand the text and the same
number of teachers advise pupils to plan what they want to say or write in their
mother tongue and then translate it into the English language. The mentioned
strategies of translating in learning are very old fashioned from the grammar
translation method of teaching foreign languages and it is still prevailing in
Slovakia’s foreign language education.
5.6.2 Conclusion of Foreign Language Strategies at Primary Schools
For the analysis of foreign language strategies of primary school
teachers the function-based approach was chosen. 41 primary school teachers
of foreign languages took part in the survey. Strategies which were chosen by
more than 80% of teachers we marked as significant. The total number of
strategies was 64. The primary school teachers who took part in the survey
regularly use only 24 strategies, which represent 37%.
Mostly used were the listening strategies, 50% of them were used by the
majority of the surveyed teachers. From all other strategies less than 50% are
popular among the teachers. None of the translation strategies were used
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regularly by primary school teachers, but the majority (88%) of teachers
actually use translation in their lessons, which is surprising and it shows that
grammar translation method is still popular among teachers. The least popular
were writing strategies, from which only 25% are regularly used by the
teachers.
From the functions, the teachers claimed to develop mainly
metacognitive strategies (46%). According to the teachers’ answers, only 29%
of memory strategies were used by the majority of teachers. Memorizing is still
a common way of learning foreign languages and the mentioned strategies
could help learners to remember vocabulary easier (using rhymes to remember
new words, making pictures in one’s mind, etc.). Results from the survey
indicate that the primary school language teachers are trying to develop their
learners’ metacognition. Almost half of the metacognitive strategies concerning
planning one’s own learning, checking one’s own progress and evaluating one’s
own performance were developed with primary school pupils by majority of
the surveyed teachers.
There is a great demand in education to follow the Bloom’s Taxonomy of
learning objectives with focus not only on lower order thinking skills
(remembering, understanding and applying), but mainly on development of
higher order learning skills (analysing, evaluating and creating). The higher
order thinking skills hierarchically guide learners to the promotion of critical
thinking. Teaching strategies in the used inventory do not explicitly develop
any of the higher order thinking skills, most of them develop memory,
understanding and ability to apply. However, there are two metacognitive
strategies that could be considered as higher order thinking skills and those
promote self-evaluation of learners’ progress. One of these strategies is used by
85% of the surveyed teachers and it encourages learners to monitor the quality
of their writing, by which they have to critically evaluate their own written text.
The second strategy evaluating one’s own understanding is used by 66% of
teachers. To be able to keep up with modern approaches of developing critical
thinking of learners, there is a great need to develop strategies which lead
learners towards higher order thinking skills. Based on these findings, our plan
is to develop strategies and approaches which would help language learners
develop higher order thinking skills.
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5.6.3 Enhancing Foreign Language Learning Strategies by Secondary
School Teachers
Table 8 shows the overall results of the strategies used by teachers
across skills and functions. Only positive answers “I use this strategy and I
consider it useful” were included in this table. However, in one case a negative
answer “I do not use this strategy and I do not consider it useful” concerning
cognitive strategy for translation was used by 36 teachers (88 %) and this one
case is analysed later in the text.
Table 9 Overall strategy support across functions and language skills/systems at secondary
schools

Listening
strategies
Vocabulary
strategies
Speaking
strategies
Reading
strategies
Writing
strategies
Translation
strategies
Total
Percentage

Memory
strategies

Cognitive
strategies

Compensation
strategies

Metacognitive
strategies

Total

Percentage

Secondary
schools

Secondary
schools

Secondary
schools

Secondary
schools

Secondary
schools

0/1

7/8

6/8

1/9

14/26

54%

4/11

4/7

0/0

0/0

8/18

44%

0/0

2/4

1/9

2/4

5/17

29%

0/0

2/6

1/2

2/3

5/11

45%

0/0

0/4

1/2

2/5

3/11

27%

0/0

2/5

0/0

0/1

2/6

33%

4/12
33%

17/34
50%

9/21
38%

7/22
33%

37/89
42%

Secondary
schools

According to the function-based approach the strategy support by the
teachers at secondary schools is as follows. Out of twelve memory strategies,
which are all included in the vocabulary and listening groups, four vocabulary
strategies are supported actively by the majority of secondary school teachers
(at least 51 out of 63). Further, they support seventeen cognitive strategies
with their pupils out of thirty-four and most of them (7 out of 8) are concerning
listening strategies. The secondary school teachers enhance nine compensation
strategies out of twenty one and most of them (6 out of 8) focus on listening.
Finally, they support seven out of twenty-two itemized metacognitive
strategies.
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In the following section individual skill-based strategies are analysed.
Not only the most used strategies (over 80% - 51 out of 63 teachers), but also
some strategies which are either negative or caught our interest are described.
Firstly, attention is paid to the listening strategies the teachers develop
with their learners. Table 8 shows individual strategy groups (memory,
cognitive, metacognitive and compensation), specific strategies of what
teachers do in reality and how many teachers use the mentioned strategies.
Table 10 Listening strategies

Cognitive
Practicing

1. We attend out-of-class events where the
new language is spoken.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

6
(10%)

29
(46%)

I use this
strategy
and I
consider
it very
useful
28
(44%)

Cognitive
Practicing

2. I teach learners to listen to talk shows
on the radio, watch TV shows, or see
movies in the target language.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

63
(100%)

Cognitive
Practicing

3. I teach learners to listen to the
language in a restaurant or store where
the staff speak the target language.
Straegy: Practicing naturalistically

2
(3%)

10
(16%)

51
(81%)

4. I teach learners to listen in on people
who are having conversations in the
target language to try to catch the gist of
what they are saying.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

4
(6%)

3
(5%)

56
(89%)

2
(3%)

7
(11%)

54
(86%)

4
(6%)

20
(32%)

39
(62%)

Strategy
groups

Strategies to increase learners` exposure
to the target language:

Strategy sets

Cognitive
Practicing

Cognitive
Practicing

Memory
Creating
mental
linkages

Strategies to become more familiar with
the sounds in the target language:
5. We practice sounds in the target
language that are very different from
sounds in their own language so that
learners become comfortable with them.
Strategy: Formally practicing with
sounds and writing systems
6. I tell the learners to look for associations
between the sound of a word or phrase in
the new language with the sound of a
familiar word.
Strategy: Assocating/elaborating

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting

Cognitive
Practicing

7. We imitate the way native speakers
talk.
Strategy: Repeating, imitating

6
(10%)

5
(8%)

52
(83%)

Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing

8. I recommend learners to ask a native
speaker about unfamiliar sounds that
they hear.
Strategy: Getting help

1
(2%)

7
(11%)

55
(87%)

56

Metacognitive
Arranging and
planning your
learning

Strategies to prepare learners to listen to
conversation in the target language:
9. I teach learners to prepare for talks and
performances they will hear in the target
language by reading some background
materials beforehand.
Strategy: Planning for a language task

5
(8%)

25
(40%)

33
(52%)

10. I teach learners to try to predict what
the other person is going to say based on
what has been said so far.
Strategy: Planning for a language task

2
(3%)

16
(25%)

45
(71%)

11. We pay special attention to specific
aspects of the language; for example, the
way the speaker pronounces certain sounds.
Strategy: Paying attention

6
(10%)

17
(27%)

40
(63%)

0
(0%)

2
(3%)

61
(97%)

13. We listen for word and sentence stress
to see what native speakers emphasize
when they speak.
Strategy: Paying attention

7
(11%)

22
(35%)

34
(54%)

Metacognitive
Centering your
learning
Metacognitive
Centering your
learning

14. I teach learners to pay attention to when
and how long people tend to pause.
Strategy: Paying attention

23
(37%)

27
(43%)

13
(21%)

15. We pay attention to the rise and fall of
speech by native speakers – the “music” of
it.
Strategy: Paying attention

10
(16%)

28
(44%)

25
(40%)

Metacognitive
Centering your
learning
Cognitve
Creating
structure for
input and
output
Metacognitive
Centering
your learning
Metacognive
Evaluating
your learning

16. We practice “skim listening” by paying
attention to some parts and ignoring others.
Strategy: Paying attention

10
(16%)

9
(14%)

44
(70%)

17. I recommend learners to try to
understand what they hear without
translating it word-for-word.
Strategy: Summarizing

0
(0%)

2
(3%)

61
(97%)

18. We focus on the context of what
people are saying.
Strategy: Paying attention

4
(6%)

3
(5%)

56
(89%)

19. We listen for specific details to see
whether learners can understand them.
Strategy: Self-evaluating

15
(24%)

12
(19%)

36
(57%)

17
(27%)

34
(54%)

12
(19%)

3
(5%)

9
(14%)

51
(81%)

Metacognitive
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Metacognitive
Centering your
learning

Cognitive
Receiving and
sending
messages
Metacognitive
Centering your
learning

Strategies to listen to conversation in the
target language:
12. I teach learners to listen for key
words that seem to carry the bulk of the
meaning.
Strategy: Getting the idea quickly

Strategies for when learners do not
understand what someone says in the
target language:
Compensation
Guessing
intelligently

20. I teach learners to use the speakers’ tone
of voice as a clue to the meaning of what
they are saying.
Strategy: Using other clues

Compensation
Guessing

21. I teach learners to make educated
guesses about the topic based on what
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intelligently

has already been said.
Strategy: Using other clues

Compensation
Guessing
intelligently

22. I recommend learners to draw on
their general background knowledge to

0
(0%)

9
(14%)

54
(86%)

5
(8%)

25
(40%)

33
(52%)

2
(3%)

6
(10%)

55
(87%)

6
(10%)

2
(3%)

55
(87%)

0
(0%)

2
(3%)

61
(97%)

get the main idea.
Strategy: Using other clues

Compensation
Guessing
intelligently

23. I recommend learners to watch
speakers’ gestures and general body
language to help the learners figure out the
meaning of what they are saying.
Strategy: Using other clues

Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing

24. I tell learners to ask speakers to
repeat what they said if it wasn’t clear to
them.
Strategy: Getting help
25. I tell learners to ask speakers to slow
down if they are speaking too fast.
Strategy: Getting help

26. I tell learners to ask for clarification
if they don’t understand it the first time
around.
Strategy: Getting help

Listening strategies include one memory strategy, eight cognitive
strategies, eight compensation strategies and nine metacognitive strategies.
Fourteen out of twenty six listening strategies (54%) are used by majority of
foreign language teachers.
There is one memory strategy in teaching listening and just over half of
teachers develop this strategy. 39 out of 63 teachers teach their learners to
create mental linkage and to look for associations between sounds in new and
familiar words and phrases. 24 teachers do not use this strategy, but 20 find it
interesting and might use it in the future.
Seven out of eight cognitive strategies are developed by the majority of
teachers when teaching listening. All 63 teachers claim to encourage pupils to
listen to talk shows, watch TV shows and see movies in the target language.
This strategy is beneficial as it brings natural language into learning and it is
easy in today’s world to listen to various programmes in the target language.
The majority of the teachers (61) encourage learners to focus on the most
important words to get the idea quickly. The same 61 teachers recommend
their learners try to understand what they hear without translating. 56
teachers suggest their learners listen to people having conversations in the
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target language if they can catch the meaning of what has been said. A similar
strategy of listening to restaurant or shop staff speaking in the target language
is used by 51 teachers. The last two mentioned strategies develop naturalistic
use of the language. Two strategies for practicing unfamiliar sounds in the
target language are used by majority of the teachers. 54 teachers claim to
practice sounds which are different from their own language until learners
become comfortable and 52 teachers claim that they imitate the way native
speakers talk.
Six out of eight compensation strategies are regularly developed by
surveyed foreign language teachers. The majority of 61 teachers tell their
learners to ask the speaker to help clarify what has been said if they did not
understand. 55 teachers teach their students to ask speakers to slow down and
to repeat what has been said if the learners need clarification. The majority of
foreign language teachers teach learners to make guesses about the topic based
on what has been said before (51) and on their previous knowledge (54). These
strategies rely on other clues and encourage learners to make intelligent
guesses. 55 teachers claim to recommend their learners to ask native speakers
about unfamiliar sounds and pronunciation. Watching body language and
prosodic features of the speakers are not strategies which are developed by
foreign language teachers. These strategies are important compensation
strategies as most communication is non-verbal and noticing body language
and tone of the speakers can help learners to understand the verbal language.
Only one out of nine metacognitive strategies is developed by foreign
language teachers. 56 teachers recommend their learners pay attention to the
context of what speakers are saying. Centering attention to certain parts of the
speech (44) or words or parts of sentences which are emphasised (34) are
taught by over half of the teachers. Less than half of the surveyed teachers
recommend their learners pay attention to the rhythm of the language with
making pauses (13) and intonation (44). Listening for specific detail is
practiced by 36 teachers.
The following table deals with vocabulary strategies which teachers
develop with their learners. The table shows individual strategy groups
(memory, cognitive, metacognitive and compensation), specific strategies of
what teachers do in reality and how many teachers use the mentioned
strategies.
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Table 11 Vocabulary strategies
Strategy
groups
Strategy sets

What I do to help the learners learn
new words:

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful
5
(8%)

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting
18
(29%)

I use this
strategy and
I consider it
very useful

Cognitive
Analyzing and
reasoning

27. We pay attention to the structure of
the new word.
Strategy: Transferring

40
(63%)

Cognitive
Analyzing and
reasoning

28. We break the word into parts that
learners can identify.
Strategy: Transferring

7
(11%)

13
(21%)

43
(68%)

Memory
Creating
mental
linkages

29. I tell the learners to group words
according to parts of speech (e.g.,
nouns, verbs).
Strategy: Grouping

3
(5%)

6
(10%)

54
(86%)

Memory
Creating
mental
linkages

30. I tell the learners to associate the
sound of the new word with the sound of
a word that is familiar to them.
Strategy: Assocating/elaborating

9
(14%)

13
(21%)

41
(65%)

Memory
Creating
mental
linkages

31. I tell the learners to use rhyming to
remember new words.
Strategy: Assocating/elaborating

22
(35%)

25
(40%)

16
(25%)

Memory
Applying
images and
sounds
Memory
Creating
mental
linkages

32. I tell the learners to make a mental
image of new words.
Strategy: Using imagery

15
(24%)

23
(37%)

25
(40%)

33. I tell the learners to list new words
with other words that are related to it.
Strategy: Assocating/elaborating

2
(3%)

7
(11%)

54
(86%)

Memory
Creating
mental
linkages

34. We write out new words in
meaningful sentences.
Strategy: Placing new word into a
context

2
(3%)

9
(14%)

52
(83%)

Memory
Employing
action

35. We practice new action verbs by
acting them out.
Strategy: Using physical response or
sensation

13
(21%)

22
(35%)

28
(44%)

Memory
Employing
action

36. We use flash cards in a systematic way
to learn new words.
Strategy: Using mechanical techniques

20
(32%)

32
(51%)

9
(14%)

5
(8%)

6
(10%)

52
(83%)

Strategies to review vocabulary:
Cognitive
Practicing
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37. We go over new words often when
learners first learn them to help
learners remember them.
Strategy: Repeating, imitating

Memory
Reviewing
well

Cognitive
Analyzing and
reasoning
Memory
Applying
images and
sounds
Memory
Applying
images and
sounds

Cognitive
Practicing

38. We review words periodically so
that learners do not forget them.
Strategy: Structured reviewing
Strategies to recall vocabulary
39. We look at meaningful parts of the
word (e.g., the prefix or the suffix) to
remind learners of the meaning of the
word.
Strategy: Transferring
40. I tell the learners to make an effort to
remember the situation where they first
heard or saw the word or remember the
page or sign where they saw it written.
Strategy:Using imagery
41. I tell the learners to visualize the
spelling of new words in their mind.
Strategy: Using imagery
Strategies to make use of new
vocabulary
42. We try using new words in a variety
of ways.
Strategy: Recombining

3
(5%)

5
(8%)

55
(87%)

5
(8%)

14
(22%)

44
(70%)

8
(13%)

23
(37%)

32
(51%)

16
(25%)

21
(33%)

26
(41%)

0
(0%)

12
(19%)

51
(81%)

Cognitive
Practicing

43. We practice using familiar words in
different ways
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

2
(3%)

8
(13%)

53
(84%)

Cognitive
Practicing

44. I teach learners to use idiomatic
expressions in the new language.
Strategy: Recognising and using
formulas and patterns

0
(0%)

7
(11%)

56
(89%)

Vocabulary strategies include eleven memory strategies and seven
cognitive strategies. There are not any compensation or metacognitive
functions developed within vocabulary strategies. Eight out of eighteen
vocabulary strategies (44%) are enhanced by the majority of foreign language
teachers.
Four out of eleven memory strategies are regularly developed by the
majority of foreign language teachers. Three strategies creating mental linkage
when learning new words are supported by surveyed teachers. 54 teachers
teach learners new words by grouping them into word categories into nouns,
verbs, adjectives, etc. 54 teachers tell their learners to list new words
depending on what they are related to, to make associations among them. 52
teachers encourage learners to write new words in meaningful sentences, so
they learn them in meaningful contexts. 55 teachers review new vocabulary
periodically, they prefer structure reviewing so their learners do not forget new
words quickly. More than half (41) of the teachers tell learners to associate
sounds in new words with familiar sounds. However, less than half of the
teachers develop memory strategies - using rhymes for remembering words
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(16), making mental images (25), practice action verbs by acting them out (28)
and only 9 teachers use flash cards systematically for learning new words. As
many as 20 teachers do not even think that flash cards could be useful in any
way, which is wrong, as even secondary learners would benefit from
mechanical techniques of learning new vocabulary. Strategies for applying
images and sounds in recalling new vocabulary are used by less than half of the
surveyed teachers. Visualizing spelling of new words and remembering where
they saw new words are not very popular strategies.
Four out of seven cognitive strategies are developed by the majority of
asked teachers. Most teachers (56) teach learners to use idioms in the new
language, so the language is learnt in patterns and set expressions. Most
teachers practice with their learners using new words in different ways. Still
more than half of the teachers use strategies of breaking words into parts,
paying attention to the structure of new words and looking at meaningful parts
of words without prefixes or suffixes.
The following table deals with speaking strategies which teachers develop with
their learners. The table shows individual strategy groups (memory, cognitive,
metacognitive and compensation), specific strategies of what teachers do in
reality and how many teachers use the mentioned strategies.
Table 12 Speaking strategies
Strategy
groups
Strategy sets

Cognitive
Practicing
Cognitive
Practicing

Cognitive
Practicing

Metacognive
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Metacognive
Arranging
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Strategies to practice speaking:

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting

45. We practice saying new
expressions to ourselves.
Strategy: Formally practicing with
sounds and writing systems
46. We practice new grammatical
structures in different situations to
build learners` confidence level in
using them.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

3
(5%)

4
(6%)

I use this
strategy
and I
consider
it very
useful
56
(89%)

0
(0%)

8
(13%)

55
(87%)

47. We think about how a native speaker
might say something and practice saying
it that way.
Strategy: Repeating, imitating

12
(19%)

26
(41%)

25
(40%)

3
(5%)

10
(16%)

50
(79%)

1

7

55

Strategies to engage in conversations
48. I teach learners to regularly seek out
opportunities to talk with native speakers.
Strategy: Seeking practice opportunities
49. I recommend learners to initiate
conversations in the target language as

and planning
your learning

Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Metacognitive
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Metacognitive
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Cognitive
Practicing

Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Compensation

(2%)

(11%)

(87%)

8
(13%)

18
(29%)

37
(59%)

51. I teach learners to plan out in advance
what they want to say.
Strategy: Planning for a language task

16
(25%)

25
(40%)

22
(35%)

52. I tell learners to ask questions as a
way to be involved in the conversation.
Strategy: Seeking practice
opportunities

2
(3%)

5
(8%)

56
(89%)

53. I tell learners to try topics even when
they aren’t familiar to them.
Strategy: Avoiding communication
partially or totally

12
(19%)

16
(25%)

35
(56%)

54. I tell learners to encourage others to
correct errors in their speaking.
Strategy: Getting help

21
(33%)

22
(35%)

20
(32%)

55. We try to figure out and model native
speakers’ language patterns when
requesting, apologizing, or complaining.
Strategy: Repeating, imitating
Strategies for when learners cannot
think of a word or expression (in
natural situations):
56. I recommend learners to ask for help
from their conversational partner.
Strategy: Getting help

4
(6%)

18
(29%)

41
(65%)

6
(10%)

12
(19%)

45
(71%)

57. I teach learners to look for a
different way to express the idea, like
using a synonym.
Strategy: Using circumlocution or
synonym

0
(0%)

4
(6%)

59
(94%)

58. I teach learners to use words from
their own language, but say it in a way
that sounds like words in the target
language.
Strategy: Switching to the mother tongue

31
(49%)

16
(25%)

16
(25%)

59. I teach learners to make up new words
or guess if they don’t know the right ones.
Strategy: Coining words

29
(46%)

20
(32%)

14
(22%)

5

9
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often as possible.
Strategy: Seeking practice
opportunities
50. I tell learners to direct the
conversation to familiar topics.
Strategy: Selecting the topic

60. I teach learners to use gestures as a
way to try and get their meaning across.
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Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing

Strategy: Using mime and gesture

(8%)

(14%)

(78%)

61. I teach learners to switch back to their
own language momentarily if they know
that the person they are talking to can
understand what is being said.
Strategy: Switching to the mother tongue

32
(51%)

15
(24%)

16
(25%)

Speaking strategies include four cognitive, nine compensation and four
metacognitive strategies. Only five out of seventeen speaking strategies (29%)
are developed by the majority of foreign language teachers.
Two out of four cognitive strategies are developed when teaching
speaking. 55 teachers practice new grammar structures in different situations.
By this the teachers help to build learners confidence of using a new language
in various situations. 56 teachers support formal practicing of new sounds and
words by telling learners to practice saying new expressions aloud for
themselves. Thinking of ways the native speakers would use the language is
supported by less than half of the teachers.
Only one out of nine compensation strategies is used by teachers in
teaching speaking. 59 teachers encourage learners to look for different ways to
express themselves by using synonyms or description. More than half of the
teachers support compensation strategies which help learners to express
themselves by using gestures and body language (49), recommend learners to
ask for help from their partner in conversation (45), support their learners to
change conversation to a more familiar topic to them (37). Surprisingly as
many as 43 teachers do not encourage their learners to ask for help by
correcting them when speaking. The majority of teachers refuse to teach their
learners to switch to the mother tongue. In teaching listening there were 33
teachers who advised their learners to observe body language of speakers for
better understanding. In teaching speaking the number of teachers supporting
using body language is higher (49). Body language is equally important in
listening as in speaking and it deserves more attention.
Two out of four metacognitive strategies are used by foreign language
teachers when teaching speaking. The majority of teachers encourage their
learners to seek opportunities to speak in the target language by asking
questions to be more involved in the conversation (56) and by initiating
conversations as often as possible (55). Only a third of teachers tell their
learners to prepare in advance what they want to say.
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Reading strategies are listed in the following table. The table lists
individual strategy groups (memory, cognitive, metacognitive and
compensation), specific strategies of what teachers do in reality and how many
teachers use the mentioned strategies.
Table 13 Reading strategies

Cognitive
Practicing

62. I tell learners to read as much as
possible in the target language.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

0
(0%)

2
(3%)

I use this
strategy
and I
consider
it very
useful
61
(97%)

Cognitive
Practicing

63. I tell learners to find things to
read for pleasure in the target
language.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

2
(3%)

3
(5%)

58
(92%)

Metacognitive
Arranging
and planning
your learning

64. I tell learners to find reading
material that is at or near their level.
Strategy: Seeking practice
opportunities
65. I teach learners to plan out in
advance how they are going to read the
text, monitor to see how they are doing,
and then check to see how much they
understand.
Strategy: Self-monitoring

4
(6%)

7
(11%)

52
(83%)

12
(19%)

29
(46%)

22
(35%)

4
(6%)

4
(6%)

55
(87%)

14
(22%)

25
(40%)

24
(38%)

Strategy
groups
Strategy sets

Metacognitive
Evaluating
your learning

Metacognitive
Centering
your learning
Cognitive
Practicing

Strategies to improve learners`
reading ability:

66. I tell learners to skim a text first
to get the main idea and then go back
and read it more carefully.
Strategy: Paying attention
67. We read a story or dialogue several
times until learners understand it.
Strategy: Repeating, imitating

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting

Cognitive
Receiving and
sending
messages

68. I tell learners to pay attention to the
organization of the text, especially
headings and subheadings.
Strategy: Getting the idea quickly

7
(11%)

19
(30%)

37
(59%)

Cognitive
Creating
structure for
input and
output
Compensation
Guessing
intelligently

69. We make on-going summaries of the
reading either in mind or in the margins
of the text.
Strategy: Summarizing

11
(17%)

17
(27%)

35
(56%)

70. I teach learners to make predictions
as to what will happen next.
Strategy: Using linguistic clues

8
(13%)

8
(13%)

47
(75%)

Strategies for when words and
grammatical structures are not
understood

65

Compensation
Guessing
intelligently

71. I teach learners to guess the
approximate meaning by using clues
from the context of the reading
material.
Strategy: Using linguistic clues

1
(2%)

4
(6%)

58
(92%)

Cognitive
Analyzing and
reasoning

72. We use a dictionary to get a detailed
sense of what individual words mean.
Strategy: Reasoning deductively

9
(14%)

13
(21%)

41
(65%)

Reading strategies include six cognitive, two compensation and three
metacognitive strategies. Five out of a total of eleven reading strategies (45%)
are used by the majority of foreign language teachers.
Only two cognitive strategies are used by the majority of foreign
language teachers and they both improve learners’ reading abilities. 61
teachers advise their learners to read as much as possible in the target
language and 58 teachers encourage their learners to read for fun in the target
language. Both strategies support practicing language naturalistically and can
be motivational especially when learners find texts to read for pleasure. Just
over half of the teachers encourage learners to use a dictionary for detailed
understanding of the text (41), pay attention to the structure of the text (37)
and make on-going summaries of the reading (35).
One compensation strategy is supported by the majority of the teachers
and teaches learners to guess the meaning based on clues from the text (58).
Two thirds of the teachers encourage their learners to make predictions. Both
strategies are very helpful in understanding, but should be guided by certain
clues and learners should not be guessing without any support from the text.
Two metacognitive strategies are developed by the majority of foreign
language learners. 55 teachers tell learners to skim the text first to get the main
idea before reading it closely. By this strategy paying attention to important
things is developed. 52 teachers support their learners in finding reading
materials which would be at their level of language abilities. The metacognitive
strategy of planning and monitoring the learners’ reading is supported only by
one third of the teachers (22). Almost half (29) of the teachers find this strategy
very interesting, but 12 teachers do not even find it useful. Self-monitoring and
self-evaluation is important for the progress and this strategy should be
supported more by foreign language teachers.
Writing strategies are listed in the following table. The table figures
individual strategy groups (memory, cognitive, metacognitive and
compensation), specific strategies of what teachers do in reality and how many
teachers use the mentioned strategies.
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Table 14 Writing strategies
Strategy
groups
Strategy sets

Cognitive
Practicing
Metacognitive
Evaluating
your learning

Metacognitive
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Cognitive
Creating
structure for
input and
output

Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing
Metacognitive
Evaluating
your learning

Strategies for basic writing

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting

I use this
strategy
and I
consider
it very
useful

73. We practice writing the alphabet
and/or new words in the target language
Strategy: Formally practicing with sounds
and writing systems
74. I teach learners to plan out in advance
how to write academic papers, monitor
how their writing is going, and check to
see how well their writing reflects what
they want to say.
Strategy: Self-monitoring

8
(13%)

13
(21%)

42
(67%)

7
(11%)

14
(22%)

42
(67%)

75. I recommend learners to try writing
different kinds of texts in the target
language (e.g., personal notes, messages,
letters, and course papers).
Strategy: Seeking practice opportunities
76. Learners take class notes in the target
language as much as they are able.
Strategy: Taking notes

6
(10%)

12
(19%)

45
(71%)

10
(16%)

19
(30%)

34
(54%)

0
(0%)

2
(3%)

61
(97%)

2
(3%)

10
(16%)

51
(81%)

Strategies for writing an essay or
academic paper
77. I recommend learners to find a
different way to express the idea when
they don’t know the correct expression
(e.g., use a synonym or describe the
idea).
Strategy: Using circumlocution or
synonym
78. I teach learners to review what they
have already written before continuing
to write more.
Strategy: Self-evaluating

Cognitive
Analyzing and
reasoning

79. I tell learners to use reference
materials such as a glossary, a dictionary,
or a thesaurus to help find or verify words
in the target language.
Strategy: Reasoning deductively

3
(5%)

11
(17%)

49
(78%)

Metacognitive
Arranging
and planning
your learning

80. I teach learners to brainstorm their
thoughts before they start writing.
Strategy: Planning for a language task

3
(5%)

7
(11%)

53
(84%)

5
(8%)

23
(37%)

35
(56%)

Metacognitive
Evaluating
your learning

Strategies to use after writing a draft of
an essay or paper
81. I teach learners to revise their writing
once or twice to improve the language and
content.
Strategy: Self-evaluating
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Compensation
Overcoming
limitations in
speaking and
writing

82. I tell learners to try to get feedback
about their writing from others, especially
native speakers of the language.
Strategy: Getting help

7
(11%)

25
(40%)

31
(49%)

Cognitive
Analyzing and
reasoning

83. I recommend the learners to use
computer spell check and grammar check
in situations outside school.
Strategy: Reasoning deductively

15
(24%)

12
(19%)

36
(57%)

Writing strategies include four cognitive, two compensation and five
metacognitive strategies. Only three out of eleven writing strategies (27%) are
used by majority of foreign language teachers.
None of the cognitive strategies are developed by a majority of surveyed
teachers. However, all four are supported by more than half of the teachers.
Most of them (49) tell learners to use reference materials such as dictionaries
for verification of the words in the target language. 42 teachers formally
practice writing new words with their learners, 36 teachers recommend their
learners to use spell checks and grammar checks when writing on the computer
and 34 teachers tell their learners to take notes in the target language.
Surprisingly almost a third of teachers think of using a spell check as a useless
strategy even though probably everybody uses spell check in everyday life.
One compensation strategy for using a synonym or description is
supported by the majority of the teachers (61). They recommend learners
describe their idea or use other expressions if they cannot find the right words.
The compensation strategy for asking for feedback especially from native
speakers is supported by less than half of the teachers (31).
Two metacognitive strategies are used by the majority of the teachers
and they concern planning the language task. 53 teachers brainstorm with their
learners their thoughts before they start writing. 51 teachers support selfevaluation of their learners’ writing by teaching them to review what they have
written before continuing with their writing.
Translation strategies are listed in the following table. The table figures
individual strategy groups (memory, cognitive, metacognitive and
compensation), specific strategies of what teachers do in reality and how many
teachers use the mentioned strategies.
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Table 15 Translation strategies
Strategy
groups
Strategy sets

Metacognitive
Arranging and
planning your
learning
Cognitive
Creating
structure for
input and
output
Cognitive
Creating
structure for
input and
output

Cognitive
Practicing

Strategies for translation

84. I teach learners to plan out what to
say or write in their own language and
then translate it into the target
language.
Strategy: Planning for a language task
85. I teach learners to translate in their
head while they are reading to help
them understand the text.
Strategy: Summarizing

86. I support learners in translating
parts of a conversation into their own
language to help them remember the
conversation.
Strategy: Summarizing
Strategies for working directly in the
target language as much as possible
87. I recommend learners to put
their own language out of mind and
think only in the target language as
much as possible.
Strategy: Practicing naturalistically

I do not use
this strategy
and I do not
consider it
useful
31
(49%)

I have not
used the
strategy yet,
but I find it
interesting
18
(29%)

I use this
strategy and
I consider it
very useful

21
(33%)

14
(22%)

28
(44%)

26
(41%)

18
(29%)

19
(30%)

4
(6%)

7
(11%)

52
(83%)

14
(22%)

Cognitive
Creating
structure for
input and
output

88. I recommend learners to try to
understand what has been heard or
read without translating it word-forword into their own language.
Strategy: Summarizing

1
(2%)

8
(13%)

54
(86%)

Cognitive
Creating
structure for
input and
output

89. I recommend learners to use caution
when directly transferring words and
ideas from their own language into the
target language.
Strategy: Highlighting

8
(13%)

10
(16%)

45
(71%)

Translation strategies include only five cognitive and one metacognitive
strategy. Only two out of six translation strategies (33%) are used by majority
of foreign language teachers.
Two cognitive strategies are supported by the majority of foreign
language teachers. 54 teachers encourage their learners to understand
language without translating it to their mother tongue. 52 teachers recommend
their learners use the target language only, try to think in it and not to use their
mother tongue for translation. More than half of the teachers (45) tell their
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learners to be very careful when translating words and ideas from their own
language into the target language as the meaning can be different. Less than
half of the teachers use the strategies for translating texts (28) or conversations
(19) into their own language.
The metacognitive strategy for planning what learners want to say or
write in their own language and then translating it into the target language is
supported by only 14 teachers.
5.6.4 Conclusion of Foreign Language Strategies at Secondary Schools
The function-based approach was chosen for the analysis of foreign
language strategies used by secondary school teachers. The foreign language
teaching strategies inventory was completed by 63 secondary school teachers.
Strategies which were chosen by more than 80% of teachers we marked as
significant. The total number of strategies was 89. The secondary school
teachers who took part in the survey regularly use only 37 strategies, which
represent 42%.
Listening strategies are the most used from all the strategies, which
represent 54%. From all the other strategies less than 50% are regularly used
by the majority of teachers. The least popular are writing strategies, only 27%
are employed by secondary school teachers. Writing is a very important,
however demanding, task to teach and mark and it is often underestimated. The
results from this survey also indicate that writing is not a popular skill to be
developed by foreign language teachers. The suggested writing strategies in the
inventory help learners to develop their writing, such as revising one’s own
writing, planning in advance how to write and monitor own writing, or taking
notes in the target language. These strategies are used by about half of the
surveyed teachers. Also only 29% from the speaking strategies are regularly
used by majority of the teachers. The productive strategies are the least
favourite from all surveyed strategies.
From the point of view of functions, the teachers mainly use strategies
developing cognition (50%). The most popular cognitive strategies are
encouraging learners to listen or watch TV shows and movies, listening to talks
in the target language wherever they can, practicing language in various
situations, seeking reading possibilities, trying to understand language without
translation, etc. 38% of compensation strategies and only 33% of memory and
metacognitive strategies are regularly used by foreign language teachers.
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As in primary education, there is also a demand in secondary education
to follow Bloom’s Taxonomy of learning objectives developing lower order
thinking skills (remembering, understanding and applying), but mainly
focusing on higher order learning skills (analysing, evaluating and creating).
The higher order thinking skills develop the ability of critical thinking. Teaching
strategies from the inventory develop mainly memory, understanding and
ability to apply, but also include some of the higher order thinking skills. Some
of the metacognitive strategies such as self-evaluation of one’s own learning
and progress, centering attention to important words or parts of sentences
(evaluating what is important) and predicting what is going to be said based on
what has been said before (creating) could be considered as higher order
thinking skills. Seven out of twenty two metacognitive strategies could be
considered to be developing higher order thinking skills and only one from
them is used regularly by the majority of the surveyed teachers. 81% of
teachers encourage their learners to self-evaluate their own writing. The other
six strategies are used by between 35 to 70% of teachers. One compensation
strategy predicting what would happen next in the text based on linguistic clues
could be also considered as a creative skill. Pupils have to first understand the
text, evaluate the key information to be able to construct their predictions. This
strategy is used by 75% of the teachers. Based on these findings we consider it
necessary to develop strategies which would teach learners to acquire higher
order thinking skills.
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5.7 Comparison of Foreign Language Strategies Used by Primary and
Secondary School Foreign Language Teachers
Table 16 shows the overall results of the strategies used by both
primary and secondary school teachers across skills and functions. The foreign
language teaching strategies inventories were completed by 41 primary school
teachers and 63 secondary school teachers from different regions across
Slovakia. In both analyses, strategies which were chosen by more than 80% of
the teachers were marked as significant.
Table 16 Overall strategy support across functions and language skills/systems at primary
and secondary schools

3/6

6/8

3/5

1/9

2/7

4/11

1/1

4/7

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

2/4

2/4

2/6

1/9

0/1

2/4

0/0

0/0

5/10

2/6

0/1

1/2

2/4

2/3

0/0

0/0

1/7

0/4

1/3

1/2

1/2

2/5

0/0

0/0

0/4

2/5

0/0

0/0

0/1

0/1

2/7
29%

4/12
33%

10/29
34%

17/34
50%

6/16
38%

9/21
38%

6/13
46%

7/22
32%

Secondary
schools

7/8

Total

Primary
schools

Secondary
schools

1/3

Primary
schools

0/1

Primary
schools

Secondary
schools

Metacognitive
strategies

Secondary
schools

Compensation
strategies

Primary
schools

Cognitive
Strategies

0/0

Primary
schools
Listening
strategies
Vocabulary
strategies
Speaking
strategies
Reading
strategies
Writing
strategies
Translation
strategies
Total
Percentage

Secondary
schools

Memory
strategies

7/14
50%
3/8
38%
4/11
36%
7/15
47%
3/12
25%
0/5
0%
24/65
37%

14/26
54%
8/18
44%
5/17
29%
5/11
45%
3/11
27%
2/6
33%
37/89
42%

In both cases, less than half of the teaching strategies are regularly used
by foreign language teachers. In the case of primary school teachers only 37%
and in the case of secondary school teachers 42% of strategies are used by the
majority of the surveyed teachers.
Teachers of both primary and secondary schools, mainly use listening
strategies. In both cases half and more than half of strategies are regularly used.
Similar results can be seen with the least popular strategies. In both cases the
writing strategies were represented by the smallest number. At primary
schools, the majority of the teachers use only 27% of writing strategies and at
secondary schools the percentage is even lower and it represents only 25% of
writing strategies. Even though writing is a very important skill to master, it is
not very popular among teachers and they do not seek more interesting
strategies to use to make writing more efficient and enjoyable. The number of
strategies regularly used at secondary schools is even more alarming, as
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writing at the level of B1-B2 should be quite advanced and there should be
greater emphasis put on the development of this productive skill.
Considering the functions, it is interesting that teachers of primary
schools claimed to use mainly strategies developing the metacognition of
learners. Even though it is only 46% of metacognitive strategies, it is still the
highest out of all functions. The most popular metacognitive strategies are
concerning planning one’s own learning, checking one’s own progress and
evaluating one’s own performance. Surprisingly, only 29% of suggested
memory strategies were chosen by primary school teachers, even though
learning vocabulary through memorizing is a normal procedure, but the
suggested strategies could make the memorizing easier and more enjoyable
(using rhymes, making mental pictures, etc.). The secondary school teachers
use strategies mainly developing cognition of their learners. 50% of cognitive
strategies are regularly used by the majority of secondary school teachers.
Contrary to the primary school teachers, where metacognitive strategies were
used the most, with the secondary school teachers strategies developing
metacognition of learners are the least popular. Only 33% of metacognitive
strategies are used with secondary school learners. It would rather be expected
to be the other way around, as young learners only start developing their
metacognition and secondary school learners should have metacognition well
developed and it should be intensively worked on by their teachers.
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CONCLUSION
According to research on foreign language learning strategies conducted in
the Czech Republic (Vlčková 2007, 2010), a large proportion of pupils (more
than one third of pupils at the end of primary school and secondary school) do
not know how to learn a foreign language. In addition, another third of pupils
report that they know only partially how to learn a foreign language. Twothirds of pupils report that they only have some talent for the language or do
not have it at all. Therefore, pupils need support in the development and use of
foreign language learning strategies. However, one third of pupils in the 9th
grade and one third of secondary grammar school pupils reported that they
were not instructed by their teachers, how to learn a foreign language and what
learning strategies are. Another 22-24% of pupils were taught this only
partially. Similar findings were made in the 5th year. What is positive in terms
of pedagogical work is that the teacher can influence the use of foreign
language learning strategies according to these studies (Vlčková 2007, 2010).
Teachers usually report more extensive support of foreign language
strategies than learners actually use. According to research results of Vlčková
and Přikrylová (2011) the most supported strategies at primary schools are
translation, then listening. The development of speaking and reading are
supported equally. The least supported are vocabulary and writing strategies.
Vlčková and Přikrylová (2011) further state that most of the learners at
secondary schools use translation strategies, even though they are the least
supported ones from all groups of strategies by secondary school teachers.
Considering the functions, the most suported strategies are memory and
metacognitive strategies. Learners are not encouraged to use many of the
compensation strategies because in the teaching process proper knowledge of
the given phenomena is required and not the use of compensation strategies
which is needed in natural situations.
According to actual research which was conducted with Slovak foreign
language teachers (2017), both teachers of primary and secondary schools
mainly enhance listening strategies whereas the least supported strategies are
the writing strategies. To mention the functions, teachers of primary schools
report to use mainly strategies developing metacognition of learners. The
secondary school teachers use strategies developing mainly cognition of their
learners whereas strategies developing metacognition of learners are the least
popular.
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As it was mentioned before, there is an intensive ambition for education to
follow Bloom’s Taxonomy of learning objectives with focus not only on lower
order thinking skills (remembering, understanding and applying), but mainly
on development of higher order learning skills (analysing, evaluating and
creating). The higher order thinking skills hierarchically guide learners to
promotion of critical thinking. The strategies itemized in both inventories
mainly focus on development of lower thinking skills such as memory,
understanding and applying knowledge. There are however certain strategies
which could be considered as developing higher order thinking skills. They are
mainly the metacognitive and one compensation strategies. At the primary
school level, the inventory included two metacognitive strategies. Both are used
by more than half of the teachers, 85% of teachers encourage learners to selfevaluate their own writing and 66% of teachers teach their learners to evaluate
their own understanding. These answers correspond with the development of
metacognition of primary school pupils, which appear quite promising. Seven
metacognitive and one compensation strategy could be understood as
strategies developing higher order thinking skills. Only one out of these eight
strategies is regularly used by the majority of secondary school teachers and it
encourages learners to self-evaluate their own writing. Development of higher
order learning skills and metacognition is undervalued and underdeveloped by
secondary school teachers.
Based on findings from the described surveys, it is necessary to promote
using teaching strategies with all foreign language teachers and further to
develop strategies which would teach learners to acquire higher order thinking
skills.
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